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ABSTRACT 
THREE ESSAYS ON SOCIAL CONTEXT, EDUCATION, AND HEALTH OUTCOMES AMONG 
OLDER ADULTS  
Alexey Shpenev 
Hans-Peter Kohler 
Education is among the strongest socioeconomic predictors of health and 
mortality. However, the social nature of the relationship of education and health 
is rarely taken into account. 
The first chapter of the dissertation looks into how macrosocial context 
can influence this association. I investigate the changes in the educational 
gradient in health in Russia in the 2000s using two waves of WHO SAGE survey 
to show some suggestive evidence that the educational gradients are narrowing 
following the socioeconomic changes in Russia during the decade, at least for 
some measures of health. 
Household and family level social structure is also a significant 
explanatory factor that mediates the association of education and health. In the 
second chapter, I use data from the 11 waves of HRS to show that spousal 
education is an important factor in predicting health outcomes net of one’s own 
education. In particular, I demonstrate how health benefits of having an educated 
wife appear to accumulate over time, while health benefits of an educated 
husband are more closely related to contemporaneous measures. Additionally, I 
observe that the effects of spousal education on mortality and self-rated health 
are manifested differently. The association between education and self-rated 
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health is present even when mediating variables are controlled for, while the 
effect becomes insignificant for mortality measures.   
Finally, the third chapter shows how family level social characteristics 
(namely, spousal education) can interact with macro level social structure 
(country context) in forming health outcomes. I use data from 18 countries 
collected using comparable methodologies (HRS sister studies harmonized by 
the Global Gateway to Aging project). The results show that welfare regimes in 
the countries have some predictive power for explaining educational gradients in 
health, and more egalitarian countries do show less steep gradients. Importantly, 
however, country-specific context is a stronger predictor of the effects of spousal 
education on women’s health. Men, on the other hand, benefit more similarly 
from the higher educational attainment of their wives in different countries. 
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PREFACE 
Education is among the strongest socioeconomic predictors of health and 
mortality. Moreover, it is noted that educational differences in health and survival 
tend to increase over time even in the most egalitarian contexts (Jasilionis and 
Shkolnikov 2016). The explanations of this association are inseparable from the 
social structure of societies. Among the mechanisms that are theorized to link 
education and health are economic and occupational circumstances, the 
prevalence of certain health behaviors among members of different educational 
groups, and psychosocial stress.  
However, despite this social nature of the association of education and 
health, little research directly examines this social dimension. The proposed 
dissertation is an attempt to at least partially cover this gap in knowledge. 
The first chapter of the proposed dissertation looks into how the 
macrosocial context can influence this association. I investigate the changes in 
the educational gradient in health in Russia in the 2000s using two waves of 
WHO SAGE survey. In the first decade of the 21st century, Russia experienced a 
tremendous societal change from a failed economy (after the economic crisis of 
1998) struck by a civil war on its southern border (in Chechnya) to a country 
growing economically at an average 7% a year (World Bank estimate1) that 
managed to cut its poverty rate in half, join the World Trade Organization, and, 
more importantly for this dissertation, reform the health care system. It can be 
                                                 
1 http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.KD.ZG?locations=RU&name_desc=true 
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hypothesized that the economic and social changes during this time period 
benefited the least wealthy members of the society the most, as the government 
mostly invested in public healthcare while wealthier individuals relied on private 
medicine to a larger extent. It is interesting to see if these changes had any effect 
on the educational gradient in health. If the educational differences are driven by 
differential access to resources, these reforms could potentially make the 
gradient in health and mortality narrower (at least net of other contemporaneous 
changes). The study of socioeconomic differences in mortality in Russia is, 
however, problematic because the government ceased to collect the data on 
socioeconomic characteristics of the deceased in 1997. Sample surveys, 
however, do provide useful information that can be used to study educational 
gradients in health. While the most common measure of health (namely, self-
rated health) suffers from reporting heterogeneity (thus making reports of 
individuals with different SES potentially incomparable), the SAGE survey 
conducted under the supervision of WHO contains survey tools that allow to 
account for reporting heterogeneity. I measure the changes in health in terms of 
health indicators in domains of health and show that there is evidence that 
educational gradients in health indeed became narrower over time for some 
health measures. While more research is needed to assess whether a similar 
change in educational gradients in mortality occurred, the results clearly suggest 
the role of societal changes at the macro level on educational gradients in health. 
The household level social structure is also a significant explanatory factor 
that mediates the association of education and health. Neighborhood level 
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characteristics and household composition have been shown to be important in 
predicting health outcomes. The effects of social networks on health have 
recently become an important study question. While colleagues, neighbors, and 
friends undoubtedly have an influence on health, the effects are much more 
pronounced for the immediate family due to the social intimacy of this context to 
individuals. The role of marriage in health have been studied since at least the 
works of Farr, who pointed both in the direction of marital protection and marital 
selection. It can be theorized that education of spouses can spill over on each 
other and create a protective effect. Several studies that confirm this hypothesis 
have been conducted lately, mostly in European countries. The results have 
been less conclusive in the US with some authors pointing to null effects, some 
showing evidence of protection, and some studies even arguing for an increased 
stress associated with more educated wives. A recent paper by Brown et al.  
(2014) pointed out these differences in conclusions by different studies and 
showed using NHIS data that education as a health resource is shared by 
spouses. One limitation of this study was that it relied on cross-sectional data. I 
attempt to overcome this limitation and use data from the 11 waves of HRS to 
show that spousal education is an important factor in predicting health outcomes 
net of one’s own education. Additionally, I observe that the effects of spousal 
education on mortality and self-rated health are manifested differently. And while 
spillover effects of education are not trivial (and ignoring them leads to great 
overestimates of educational gradients), differences in outcome measures and 
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study designs can explain at least some of the discrepancies in the existing 
literature. 
Finally, the third chapter shows how family level social characteristics 
(namely, spousal education) can interact with macro level social structure 
(country context) in forming health outcomes. I use data from 18 countries 
collected using comparable methodologies (HRS sister studies harmonized by 
the Global Gateway to Aging project). Identical methodologies and comparable 
survey designs allow me to overcome the problem of study incomparability, 
which is often cited as the explanation for the differences in conclusions between 
the US and Europe in the estimates of the effects of spousal education. It thus 
allows me to assess the extent to which country level characteristics are 
responsible for the magnitude of the spillover effects of education. The results 
show that welfare regimes in the countries have some predictive power for 
explaining educational health disparities, and more egalitarian countries do show 
less steep educational gradients in health. Importantly, however, country-specific 
context is a stronger predictor of the effects of spousal education on women’s 
health. Men, on the other hand, seem to benefit more equally from the higher 
educational attainment of their wives regardless of the country. 
Overall, I show that both family-level and country-level characteristics can 
shape educational gradients in health, and that these gradients can vary both in 
space and time.  
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Chapter 1:  
Did the Educational Gradient in Health Become Wider Among Older 
Russians in the 2000s? Evidence from Two WHO Surveys. 
Overview 
Although socioeconomic differentials in health are well studied, and their 
increasing role has been documented in multiple studies, little is known about the 
effects of rapid social transformations on educational gradients in health. Russia 
experienced dramatic changes in its health care system and social policy, 
providing a perfect case study of how rapid transformations affect educational 
gradients in health. Direct investigation of mortality differentials in Russia is, 
however, impossible after 1997 because the government stopped collecting data 
on socioeconomic characteristics on death certificates, which limits the analyses 
to health surveys. In this paper, I use pooled data from two WHO surveys to 
examine whether educational gradients in health increased between 2003 and 
2010. In addition to this substantive contribution, this paper makes a 
methodological contribution as well. Methodologically, due to the subjective 
nature of self-rated health, I adjust self-reported health measures in the domains 
of health using anchoring vignettes. 
In contrast to most other country settings, the results do not confirm a 
widening of educational gradients in health over the studied period. Moreover, 
there is at least partial evidence that suggests that health disparities narrowed in 
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the domains of cognitive health. Controlling for health behaviors doesn’t eliminate 
the educational gradient in health or its changes over time. This result suggests 
that changes in educational gradients were not caused solely by shits in 
individual behavior as has been previously theorized, and health policies might 
be a possible tool to reduce educational inequality in health. 
1.2 Introduction 
1.2.1 The Country Context 
Despite the large body of literature on socioeconomic disparities in health, 
little is known about how they manifest themselves during periods of rapid social 
transformations. Russia is a perfect example of such a transformation. 
Prior to 1991, the Soviet government declared complete equality and 
irrelevance of socioeconomic background. For this reason, the investigation of 
socioeconomic differences in health and mortality was not ideologically 
welcomed in the Soviet Union. However, following the collapse of the country 
several studies have documented that despite its declared egalitarian nature, the 
Soviet Union did indeed experience educational gradients at least as wide as in 
the western countries (Shkolnikov et al. 1998, Shkolnikov et al. 2004). 
Additionally, a health crisis following the transition of Russia to a free market 
economy disproportionately affected the least educated members of the society, 
thus widening the existing inequalities (Plavinsky et al. 2003, Jasilionis and 
Shkolnikov 2016). 
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The analysis of socioeconomic differences in mortality in Russia has 
become impossible after 1997 due to the elimination of questions on education in 
the death certificate forms. Since then, researchers have concentrated on using 
data from a limited number of surveys to infer information on population level 
socioeconomic mortality inequality (Malyutina et al. 2004, Murphy et al. 2006) or 
self-rated health indicators as important predictors of mortality (Kislitsyna 2009, 
Bobak et al. 1998, Bobak et al. 2000, Loshkin and Ravallion 2008, Perlman and 
Bobak 2008, Carlson 2000, Nicholson et al. 2005). These studies suffer from 
small sample size, convenience sample designs, and frequently insufficient 
numbers of people in elderly ages. 
This lack of information is unfortunate given the subsequent development 
of Russia. Figure 1-1 shows the changes in life expectancy for Russian men and 
women in comparison to their US peers (a country that started off at similar 
levels of mortality but since then improved relative to Russia throughout the 
entire period of observation). While life expectancy increased globally, including 
substantial increases in countries at similar development stages as Russia, the 
latter demonstrated a stagnation or even declines since 1960s. The situation 
changed, however, after 2004, when life expectancy in Russia started to increase 
drastically, especially for men, which also resulted in a narrowing of a gender gap 
in survival. While prior studies documented a worsening of socioeconomic 
inequalities over time, very little is known about this newer period. 
[INSERT Figure 1-1] 
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In order to get detailed data on health in elderly populations that include 
socioeconomic characteristics, Russia engaged in SAGE (WHO Study on global 
AGEing and adult health). Since then, several studies have been conducted to 
assess the health status of elderly Russians (Maximova and Lushkina 2010, 
Maximova and Lushkina 2011). These studies are mostly descriptive in nature, 
published in Russian, and are not accessible to the international audience. To my 
knowledge, this is the first study to analyze the educational inequalities in health 
in Russia in the 2000s using the SAGE data. 
1.2.2 The Significance of Education for Health 
Education is among the most valid socioeconomic predictors of health and 
mortality. Since the pioneering work of Kitagawa and Hauser (1973), this thesis 
has been shown to hold in various studies (Elo and Preston 1996, Mirowsky and 
Ross 2003, Rogers et al. 2000, Ross and Wu 1995, Schnittker 2004, Molia et al 
2004). It is also observed in various settings that the educational gradient in 
health is widening with time (Lynch 2003, Crimmins and Saito 2001, Schoeni et 
al. 2005, Pappas et al 1993, Feldman et al. 1989, Lauderdale 2001, Preston and 
Elo 1995).  
However, as much as there is consensus on the association between 
education and health, there is still no single explanation to this widening. Firstly, 
its widening might be associated with changes in economic inequality 
(Cheeseman Day and Newburger 2002, Fligstein and Shin 2004, Warren et al. 
2004, Newburger and Curry 2000). Ross and Wu (1995) argue that up to half of 
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the educational gradient in health can be explained by the differences in the 
levels of economic resources. A rise in inequality would then be expected to 
contribute to the increase in educational inequality in health. 
Secondly, educational disparities can lead to differential access to new 
medical technologies and health services (Lleras-Muney and Lichtenberg 2000, 
Glied and Lleras-Muney 2003). Thus, Rathore et al. (2000) showed that 
advantaged individuals receive better care at earlier stages of the disease. As 
medical science progresses, the disparity in access to its innovations might 
increase. 
 Thirdly, and most importantly for the context of Russia, the increase in 
smoking and obesity may also explain changes in the educational gradient 
(Harper and Lynch 2006, Cutler and Lleras-Muney 2008).  Mirowsky and Ross 
(2003) show that education may provide social and psychological resources that 
positively affect health behaviors. Individuals with higher socioeconomic status 
tend to suffer less from unalleviated stress (Marmot 2006) and are consequently 
less likely to adopt risky behaviors. If educationally disadvantaged population 
becomes relatively more likely to engage in unhealthy behaviors over time, this 
might lead to increases in educational gradients in health.  
Finally, a recent line of research has focused on the compositional 
determinants of educational gradients. Thus, Hendi (2015) showed that a large 
fraction of the changes in educational health inequality might be explained by 
shifts in educational composition of the population and changes in selection into 
relatively less educated groups. 
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Researchers also disagree on the age-patterns of the educational gradient 
in health and its changes over time. Some studies show that educational 
differences in health increase in prime ages but decrease afterwards (Herd 2006, 
House et al. 2005), while others report a non-decreasing trend for all ages (Ross 
and Wu 1995). However, whatever hypothesis is true, it is still expected that 
older adults will show more noticeable changes in the gradients over time due to 
a higher prevalence of bad health (House et al. 2005, Preston and Elo 1995). 
Educational gradients and widening educational disparities in health and 
longevity have been analyzed in various countries (Huisman et al. 2004, Spijker 
2004, Whitehead and Diderichsen 1997). Similar trends to the United States 
have been observed in Australia (Turrell and Mathers 2001), Austria (Schwartz 
2007), Denmark (Valkonen 2001), Finland (Martikainen et al. 2001), Italy 
(Valkonen 2001), New Zealand (Blakely et al. 2005), Norway (Dahl and 
Kjaersgaard 1993), Spain (Borell et al. 1997), Sweden (Valkonen 2001), and 
United Kingdom (Drever and Buntig 1997), and, importantly for this study, Russia 
before 1997. 
1.2.3 Subjective Nature of Self-Reported Health 
The lack of reliable population level data on socioeconomic disparities in 
health and mortality in Russia leaves researchers with the need to turn to sample 
surveys. One of the biggest limitations of such an approach is reliance on a 
poorly defined concept of self-rated health. 
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Individuals tend to understand the same questions about their health 
differently because they have different reference categories to compare with 
(Sen 2002, King et al. 2004). This phenomenon, known as reporting 
heterogeneity or, more generally, differential item functioning, can bias the 
analysis in unpredictable ways. Thus, people with low educational attainments 
can experience an overall dissatisfaction and report poorer health whereas 
people with higher levels of education can demonstrate wishful thinking and 
overestimate their health (Iburg et al. 2001). On the other hand, people can 
compare themselves to members of the social networks they belong to, a 
practice that leads to raising the standards for fortunate and lowering standards 
for unfortunate members of the society (Schnittker 2005). Since it is not possible 
to accurately predict the direction of the bias, one can never be sure whether 
people underreport or exaggerate the differences in educational returns to health. 
Several methods have been proposed to account for differential item 
functioning. The simplest one (and implemented in most of SRH studies) is using 
a predetermined scale to measure health (“excellent”, “fair”, “poor” etc.). While 
this approach eliminates the uncertainty related to using a continuous scale and 
helps identify the cut-offs, it does not eliminate their differential treatment by 
respondents.  Since uncertainty is lower with fewer cut-offs, some researchers 
have tried to group responses into broad categories (van Ginneken and 
Groenwold 2012). Another approach is using other types of self-reports based on 
more easily measurable concepts as benchmarks for true health such as the 
presence of physical disabilities and health-related difficulties in performing 
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certain tasks and activities (Delpierre et al. 2009, Etile and Milcent 2006, 
van Ginneken and Groenwold 2012), although it does not guarantee the absence 
of reporting heterogeneity either. 
Researchers have been looking for ways to incorporate controls for 
differential perception by respondents. A pioneer approach by Cantril (1965) was 
to ask respondents to think of extreme cases among one’s peers and place 
oneself on a scale in-between them. Since then, various study designs have 
been proposed to adjust for reporting heterogeneity. One of the most widely used 
in epidemiological research is anchoring vignettes (King et al. 2004, Hopkins and 
King 2010, King et al. 2004, King and Wand 2007). This method is based on 
asking respondents identical questions about reference individuals to determine 
individual-specific cut-off points. 
It requires two crucial assumptions: response consistency and vignette 
equivalence. The first states that each individual treats response categories for a 
given question in the same way when providing self-assessment as when 
assessing each of the hypothetical situations in the vignette set. The second 
assumption is that all respondents perceive the level of any vignette from the 
vignette set in the same way and on the same one-dimensional scale (apart from 
measurement error). In other words, any differences in the perception of 
vignettes should be random and independent of the measured phenomenon. 
Most studies use vignettes to compare SRH in different countries (Dowd and 
Todd 2011, Kapteyn et al. 2007). There are, however, no limitations in the use of 
vignettes for other designs, such as comparison of the same population at 
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different points in time or subpopulations (such as educational groups) within a 
country. 
1.2.4 Aims of the Study 
The overarching aim of the study is to investigate whether educational 
gradients in health changed during rapid socioeconomic transformations in 
Russia. I use the context of Russia in the 2000s to determine whether the 
educational gradient in health became steeper as life expectancy and economic 
performance of the country greatly improved. Since drastic economic and social 
changes occurred during this relatively short period and because they are likely 
to be differential among social groups2, SRH might be incomparable across time 
due to the presence of reporting heterogeneity. Moreover, overall health is a 
vague concept and might not capture all the changes in health that occurred over 
such a short period of time. Health is thus estimated using self-rated health in 
domains of health. The effects of reporting heterogeneity are controlled for using 
anchoring vignettes.  
If the social comparison theory holds, educational gradients should be 
steeper at any given point in time for more elaborate measures and the review of 
literature suggests that these educational gradients should become even steeper 
with time. 
                                                 
2 Thus, Gini index increased during this time.  See CIA Factbook for more details on inequality in Russia 
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/fields/2172.html 
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Some authors attribute the changes in life expectancy in Russia to the 
changes in alcohol consumption (Shkolnikov et al. 2013, Pridemore et al. 2013, 
Tomkins et al. 2013), and if these changes are driven by the more advantaged, 
we would expect controlling for alcohol and tobacco consumption to explain 
some of the differences in observed gradients and their changes over time. On 
the other hand, Cutler et al. (2010) observe no significant effects of unhealthy 
behaviors on the changes in the educational gradient in health. Moreover, 
Russian policy is aimed at disadvantaged members of the society (through the 
system of universal healthcare and free services), so discrepancies can also 
decrease over time. However, if health and mortality determinants are different in 
Russia (for example through the excess of accidental deaths), we might expect 
no definite changes in the educational gradient. While this study does not control 
for the quality and accessibility of healthcare, it can provide us with some indirect 
hints on what drove health changes in the observed period. 
1.3 Methods 
1.3.1 Data 
The study uses two different surveys conducted under the auspices of 
WHO with similar methodologies: WHS and SAGE-1. WHS was conducted in 
2003 and contains information on 4422 adult individuals (18+ years old) who had 
been sampled to represent the adult population of Russia living in households. 
Data quality is generally high and there is little missing information in 
respondents’ answers. SAGE-1 interviews took place in 2007 – 2010 (only two 
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interviews were conducted in 2009 and were excluded from the analysis) and 
contain information on 4947 individuals, 90% of which are 50+ and are 
representative of Russian population in that age interval. Data are relatively new 
and have not been cleaned as thoroughly as in WHS, so incorrectly imputed and 
missing values are more frequent. Some of the households were followed up 
from the previous survey, so observations in the final sample are not completely 
independent from each other. 
The study design requires the use of people aged 50+ who have no 
missing values in any of the variables of interest. Exclusion mechanisms and 
resulting numbers of observations are presented in Table 1-1. Almost 11% of the 
WHS sample was dropped because of missing values in dependent and 
independent variables. The loss of data is more significant in SAGE-1 sample 
(21%), with the majority of sample lost due to missing dependent variables. This 
is potentially a limitation, since people might be less willing to talk about their 
health depending on severity of their health conditions. While imputing 
dependent variables is impossible, the majority of the sample is preserved, and 
any patterns of missingness are less likely to affect educational gradients than 
the average levels of health. 
[INSERT Table 1-1] 
The final sample consists of 5614 individuals clustered in 4381 households. 
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1.3.2 Measures 
The main outcome variable is self-rated health in domains of health. The 
corresponding questions ask how much difficulty a person has with a given 
activity, and the answers are scaled from 1 (“no difficulty”) to 5 (“extreme 
difficulty”). All of the health variables improved between the two surveys, 
although this improvement is not statistically significant due to significant 
variation in the measures. See Table 1-2 for a more detailed description of the 
health variables used. 
[INSERT Table 1-2] 
To evaluate the degree of reporting heterogeneity, respondents were 
requested to answer questions containing descriptions of anchoring vignettes. 
For monetary and time reasons, not all individuals were asked all the vignette 
questions. Eight domains of health were divided in 4 groups (Affect and Mobility 
(Set A), Pain and Personal Relationships (Set B), Vision, Sleep and Energy (Set 
C) and Cognition and Self Care (Set D)), and individuals were only asked about 
one set of vignettes, which was assigned to them at random. For the parametric 
method used in the present study respondents are not required to answer all the 
questions in the vignette set, even a single answer is informative for estimating 
purposes. Only 223 individuals did not provide any vignette answer at all, and 
this does not pose a problem for the analysis, as the models I use require only a 
subsample of people answering the vignette questions, given that the 
assignment was random. More information on vignettes is presented in Appendix 
1. 
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The principal independent variables are years of schooling and survey 
wave (with SAGE-0 being 0 and SAGE-1 being 1). I additionally control for 
gender, age, living in the rural area, and marital status. Age is treated as a 
continuous variable that affects health linearly. Adding quadratic terms does not 
generally significantly improve the fit, and the term is either insignificant (for the 
majority of models) or clearly dominated by a linear term, so it was excluded from 
all the models for consistency. Marital status was more detailed in WHS, 
including categories for cohabiting and separated, and these categories were 
merged with “married” and “divorced” respectively. Attribution of households to 
urban or rural areas was based on official definitions used by Russian 
authorities3. Education is measured in terms of years of schooling. Some minor 
discrepancies have been observed when the distribution of this variable was 
analyzed by educational attainment (e.g. one person reports 12 years of 
education and not having completed primary education, whereas 7 people report 
graduating from college with less than 6 years of education). It is not clear 
whether they truly misreported the information or that there was a coding error. 
Moreover, the source of miscoding is unclear. Because educational requirements 
changed over time, it is not clear how to define thresholds for potential 
misreporting. The fraction of all the cases with suspicious information is very 
                                                 
3 A settling is considered a city if it has a population of at least 12 000 and less than 15% of population 
work in agricultural sector. Although there are sometimes deviations from these criteria, the samples do 
not contain individuals from such disputable settlements. 
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small and does not change the results in any meaningful way, and it was decided 
not to exclude these cases.  
Controls for health behaviors include alcohol consumption in the last seven 
days and being a current smoker as information on life-time smoking was 
unavailable. 
1.3.3 Analytic Approach 
I will adjust individual self-responses to eliminate the effects of reporting 
heterogeneity. The modeling approach will be based on a compound hierarchical 
ordered probit model (CHOPIT) developed by King et al. (2004). 
It is assumed that the actual level of health is a linear function of observed 
covariates () with an independent normal random effect (), and that 
individuals perceive this actual level of health with a random normal error (): 
∗~  +  ,  
However, individuals report survey response categories (  ∈  1, … , )) 
rather than their actual level of health, and these depend on category thresholds 
(), which vary over observations as a function of a set of covariates (): 
 =    ≤  ∗ <   
 =  
 =  +  
In order to account for varying thresholds, individuals are asked to measure 
health of individuals in vignettes. The actual levels of health for vignettes (!") are 
assumed to be measured on the same scale as the individuals’ own health and 
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are only dependent on vignettes (#) but not on individuals () (i.e. vignette 
equivalence), and individuals perceive that actual level of health in vignettes with 
only a random noise: 
$"∗ ~ %!" , "&, 
but individuals again report survey response categories rather than $"∗ . 
What allows to identify individual thresholds is the assumption that vignette 
thresholds are determined by the same set of coefficients (), which is 
equivalent to assuming response consistency. 
Estimation of parameters is performed using maximum likelihood. Analyses 
were carried out in R 3.4.0 using the “anchors” package (Wand, King, and Lau 
2011). 
1.4 Results 
1.4.1 Descriptive statistics 
Table 1-3 summarizes the information on explanatory variables used in the 
analysis by survey.  
[INSERT Table 1-3] 
Sex and age compositions are virtually identical. The distribution by marital 
status is slightly different in the two samples with more people being married and 
fewer people widowed in SAGE-1, which might be attributable to better survival 
and cohort changes in the studied populations. I thus include controls for marital 
status in all the models to account for potential sampling differences. 
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 Somewhat surprising is different distributions according to rural/urban 
status. A decrease in the level of urbanization is not observed in Russia anytime 
in the 2000s and might be a result of sampling design or errors. SAGE-1’s 
sample was extended to include respondents from the Asian and Southern 
European regions of the country and these regions are less urbanized than 
central Russia. Controlling for type of settlement in the analysis helps reduce the 
scope of problems introduced by different sampling procedures. 
A minor decrease in the proportion of never-drinkers might be due to cohort 
differences in alcohol consumption, but the overall consumption did not change 
substantially. Tobacco consumption has remained at a virtually constant level. 
Almost half of the interviews in SAGE-1 were conducted in 2008, and 
sampling of respondents was not necessarily random by year of interview, so year 
of survey is measured using a dummy indicating that the interview belongs to 
SAGE-1 (with SAGE-0 being a reference). 
1.4.2 Analysis 
Results of CHOPIT models for each of the vignettes are presented in Table 
1-4. For most domains of health, education appears to provide substantial 
protective effects. Years of schooling are the most correlated with memory and 
learning, as well as self-care and maintaining appearance, but are also 
significant in predicting indicators of physical health, such as moving around, 
pain, and bodily discomfort (but not vigorous activities). When significant, the 
effect is roughly the size of the effect of a 1-year difference in age. The effect is 
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not observed for depression and anxiety, however, as well as for conflicts. 
Overall, it appears that education in Russia is predictive of better cognitive and 
physical health, but not of emotional health. 
[INSERT Table 1-4] 
Moreover, health between the two surveys improved in many of the 
domains of health, especially in measures of cognitive (such as memory, learning 
recognizing people and objects) and emotional health (depression, conflicts, 
sleeping, and feeling rested), but only in one indicator of physical health (bodily 
pain). The effects are the most pronounced for memory and learning (with 
coefficients -0.8145 and -0.7042 correspondingly). This is a very significant 
improvement and corresponds to the largest improvement in the means of the 
variables. However, the fact that the estimates are adjusted for reporting 
heterogeneity suggests that this is a real change and not just the result of 
differential reporting between the two surveys. 
Opposite to what is expected, no widening of the educational gradient in 
health is observed. Most of the interactions of survey wave and schooling are 
insignificant, and those that are show an opposite trend: educational disparities 
appear to have narrowed for some indicators of health (memory, learning, 
conflicts, and recognizing people), with the coefficients for education substantially 
diminished by this narrowing (up to 50%). As the models control for smoking and 
alcohol consumption, it appears that these variables do not fully explain the 
educational gradient in health or its change over time. 
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Table 1-5 shows the estimates of the vignette component coefficients, 
which summarize the sources of reporting heterogeneity. As expected, age is 
responsible for some of the differences in the perception of health by individuals 
and so is gender, although the effects of the latter are mostly concentrated in the 
domains of physical health. However, the main source of reporting heterogeneity 
lies in time of the interview and not in the characteristics of individuals. The 
magnitude of the effect of survey wave is much larger than either of the effects of 
age or gender, and it is significant for most of the domains of health cut-off 
points. This suggests that the effect of time would have been greatly 
overestimated if the reporting heterogeneity had not been controlled for. 
Schooling, on the other hand, contributes virtually nothing to reporting 
heterogeneity. Only five of the estimated sixty-four coefficients are significant, 
which is only slightly more than would have been expected by chance alone. 
[INSERT Table 1-5] 
1.5 Discussion 
The existence and widening of educational gradients in health has been 
documented in multiple contexts (Jasilionis and Shkolnikov 2016). This study 
was conducted in an attempt to show that educational gradients in health in 
Russia continued to increase following the cessation of data collection on 
educational attainment in death certificates. In contrast to the expectations, no 
evidence of widening educational gradients in health was observed. My analysis 
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also suggests that educational disparities might have narrowed at least for 
indicators of cognitive health. 
The conclusion that educational gradients in health did not increase over 
time is in contradiction to most previous studies in Russia and abroad that use 
death as outcome (Shkolnikov et al. 1998, Cutler et al. 2010) and there are 
several possible explanations to this discrepancy in findings. 
Pre-1997 studies in Russia focused on mortality as an outcome, and some 
causes of death associated with socioeconomic status are not easily predictable 
by self-reported health indicators (e.g. homicides, traffic accidents etc.). 
Additionally, the period of observation is too short to observe large changes.  
However, when self-rated health rather than mortality is examined, a 
decrease in health inequality in Russia has been reported by at least one other 
study (Pavitra and Valtonen 2016) who used a different survey and a different 
methodology than the present study and argued that economic and political 
factors were the main reasons for this decrease. 
Russian policy in the 2000s was directed at reducing inequality and the 
health policies implemented since 2005 were targeted at the less fortunate 
members of the society, and, although this study finds that all educational groups 
experienced health improvements during the analyzed period, at least in some 
cases (notably, cognitive functioning), educational gradients narrowed over such 
a short period of time.  
The present study contributed to the literature by further examining this 
phenomenon using more precise health measures. The explanation of the 
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findings, however, is not as straightforward. While physical health indicators are 
unlikely to improve over such a short period of time, emotional well-being should 
be expected to be more easily changeable than cognitive health or vision, yet 
only one indicator of emotional health (conflicts) showed narrowing. Education 
has been shown to delay the onset of certain cognitive health problems 
(Paradise et al. 2009) and this association is theorized to be the result of a direct 
change in neuronal processing efficiency, “brain reserve”. However, lifestyle is 
also a likely predictor of cognitive decline.  Among life style factors of better 
cognitive functioning are better diet (Hu et al. 2013) and depression (Geerlings et 
al. 2000). If these factors improved disproportionately among the educationally 
worse-off members of the society, that would explain the observed patterns. This 
indeed appears to be the case. While the Gini coefficient increased over the time 
frame of the study, poverty was drastically reduced (from 20.3% in 2003 to 
12.5% in 2010 (official Rosstat data – 2016, May 11)). While the lack of 
geographic identifiers excludes the ability to directly estimate the position of 
individuals in respect to poverty levels (as they are region specific), and 
determining the level of individual income is problematic for SAGE, federal 
regional authorities in Russia are now required to guarantee all retired individuals 
a pension exceeding the regional living wage, and this effectively guarantees the 
absence of poverty among elderly people. Figure 1-2 shows the level of pensions 
in Russia in relation to living wages of pensioners and the population on average 
using the official Russian methodology. Drastic changes between the two 
surveys are observed. While the average pension was below the average living 
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wage for the Russian population in 2003 and oscillated around the level of living 
wages for pensioners, by the time of SAGE-1 it had increased drastically and 
was higher that both of these measures of poverty. This is at least partial 
evidence to support the hypothesis that inequality decreased between the two 
surveys. 
[INSERT Figure 1-2] 
Measures more closely associated with emotional health, however, 
demonstrated virtually no narrowing (except for the case of conflicts), but this can 
be explained by country-specific time-invariant effects. Several studies have 
documented that Russians tend to demonstrate lower levels of distress and 
appear to be more self-distanced than Americans (Grossman and Kross 2010). 
While I adjust for intertemporal reporting heterogeneity, this adjustment does not 
improve the validity of the measure itself, it only makes comparisons more 
reliable across time. It can be expected then that more “objective” measures of 
mental well-being (e.g. cognitive functioning or conflicts) will be measured more 
accurately. Overall, while the existing literature on the effects of psychological 
stress on physical well-being is still scant, they appear to be one of the possible 
pathways through which education affects disease risks (Steptoe and Marmot 
2004). 
While changes in income inequality are a likely explanation for observed 
trends, other explanations should be considered as well. Thus, prior literature 
has argued that changed in health behaviors might play an important role. 
However, in line with Cutler et al. (2010), my study showed that even when 
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controls for health behaviors are present, both educational gradients in health 
and their change over time remain significant. Interestingly, alcohol consumption 
behaves in a somewhat counterintuitive way: higher levels of alcohol 
consumption are associated with better health. While unexpected, this effect is 
documented in literature on Russia and can be explained by selection. One of 
the reasons for Russians to choose to stay sober is underlying health problems 
(Leon et al. 2007). 
Another alternative explanation of the narrowing of educational gradients 
might lie in the different experiences cohorts comprising the two surveys had 
over their life course and cohort effects on health (Nicholson et al. 2005, Hendi 
2015). The short time span between the studies makes this a less possible 
explanation. Given virtually the same mean age in both samples, the individuals 
were born only a few years apart with no clear cohort selection into one or the 
other sample. Reforms in the pension system in Russia only targeted individuals 
born after 1967, so differential treatment of individuals by cohort of birth is 
unlikely. Additionally, this study finds that changes in health gradients are 
detected even when health behaviors are controlled for. This suggests that 
differences in the samples and cohort differences are unlikely to be the driving 
forces of the findings. 
Overall, the overarching conclusion of the study is that reduction in 
mortality in Russia in the 2000s did not coincide with the increase in educational 
inequality in health. 
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1.6 Limitations 
There are several limitations of this study. Firstly, the design of the study is 
based on two different samples that are comparable but were not originally 
meant to be used for intertemporal comparisons. Samples were constructed 
using different criteria and differences in the prevalence of missing data make the 
analysis prone to biases. However, analysis of descriptive statistics showed that 
the two samples are very similar and the majority of differences come from the 
settlement type (rural/urban), which was controlled for in the analyses and was 
insignificant in the majority of regressions. 
Reporting biases can be a serious problem too. SAGE-1 survey generally 
seems to have more missing data and some individuals have variable values that 
contradict one another (different sex in household and individual questionnaires, 
zero years of schooling with complete university education etc.). The prevalence 
of such cases was, however, very low, so they should not have introduced any 
substantial distortions. 
Another related problem is the missingness of information on dependent 
variables in a larger fraction of cases in SAGE-1. However, the sample of 
individuals with missing health reports has been analyzed and was shown to be 
similar in characteristics to the individuals who reported their health. It should be 
noted, however, that missing health variables is indicative of missing information 
on other variables, so this comparison was based on a relatively small group of 
excluded individuals (roughly 20% of the excluded cases). It is possible that the 
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remaining cases are different from the sample and this raises concerns of data 
quality. 
All the health outcome variables in the study were self-reported and might 
differ from objective measures of health (Thomas and Frankenberg 2002). While 
this is a valid concern, adjusting for reporting heterogeneity allowed to 
theoretically eliminate any discrepancies in reporting across individuals. The 
results can thus differ from the “average” objective health, but should not depend 
on the differences between individuals. 
Finally, some interviews were conducted with individuals present in both 
SAGE-0 and SAGE-1, which creates potential dependencies between the two 
samples. CHOPIT models implemented in R do not allow for clustered standard 
errors, so estimation was based on asymptotic normality. However, estimation of 
ordered probit models with and without clustering revealed similar results, and 
this clustering is thus unlikely to affect the presented results in substantial ways. 
Nevertheless, despite these limitations, this study makes a contribution to 
understanding the dynamics of educational gradients in health in Russia and 
uses a methodology comparable to other studies.  
1.7 Conclusion 
The study examined the changes that occurred in educational gradients in 
health among people in ages 50+ in Russia using two surveys conducted by WHO. 
The results of the paper show that concurrently with the decline in mortality in the 
2000s, Russia experienced no increases in the educational gradients in health. 
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Contrary to the previously reported patterns, health inequality declined for at least 
some measures of health. This decline was unlikely to be explained by changes in 
the prevalence of risky health behaviors or compositional changes in the 
population. Rather, government healthcare and social policy changes and declines 
in poverty are a more likely explanation of this trend. 
The conclusions of this paper go beyond the case of a particular country. 
They show that given specific economic circumstances and government policy, 
health inequalities might be reduced in a relatively short period of time at least for 
some measures. While health behaviors are frequently examined as a root cause 
of health problems, effective public policy might be as strong a factor in driving the 
changes to a better health. 
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1.9 Appendix 
Appendix 1. Description of the vignettes. 
To evaluate the degree of reporting heterogeneity, respondents were asked 
to evaluate certain aspects of health of hypothetical individuals, described in 
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randomly assigned sets of questions.  The vignette questions followed self-
assessment, and interviewers provided additional instructions on how to answer 
the questions. Ideally, respondents should treat the hypothetical people’s 
experiences as if they were their own. While giving the answer, people were asked 
to think of the persons in the story of someone who is of respondent’s age and 
background. 
Below are some of the examples of the vignettes from the surveys: 
[Ivan] is able to walk distances of up to 200 meters without any 
problems but feels tired after walking one kilometer or climbing up more 
than one flight of stairs. He has no problems with day-to-day physical 
activities, such as carrying food from the market. Overall, in the last 30 
days, how much difficulty did [Ivan] have with moving around? 
[Zinaida] feels depressed most of the time. She weeps frequently 
and feels hopeless about the future. She feels that she has become a 
burden on others and that she would be better dead. Overall in the last 30 
days, how much of a problem did [Zinaida] have with worry or anxiety? 
[Veronika] suffered a stroke three months ago. Her friends do not 
come and visit anymore as [Veronika] cannot communicate with them. She 
is constantly upset and shouts at her family members which causes them 
to avoid her. In the last 30 days, how much difficulty did [Veronika] have 
in dealing with conflicts and tensions with others? 
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Figure 1-1. Life expectancy of Russian and American Men and Women, 1959 – 
2014. 
 
Source: Human Mortality Database. 
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Figure 1-2. Average pension, living wage for pensioners, and average living 
wage in Russia, 1998 – 2015, Russian Roubles. 
 
Source: Rosstat. Living wages for 4th quarter of a year reported. Amounts not 
adjusted for inflation.  
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Table 1-1. Exclusion criteria and sample sizes of the two surveys.  
 WHS SAGE-1 
Initial Sample 4422 4947 
Population Aged 50+ 2307 4499 
Missing dependent variables 102 (4.4%) 782 (17.4%) 
Missing sex, marital status and urban/rural 
status, or interviewed in 2009 
0 5 (< 0.1%) 
Missing education 130 (5.6%) 124 (2.76%) 
Missing health behavior variables 15 (0.7%) 34 (0.8%) 
Resulting Sample 2060 (89%) 3554 (79%) 
Note: The sample consists of members of 4381 households. Individuals in 
SAGE-1 were more likely to have a missing dependent variable. Since selection 
on the dependent variable is a potential serious problem, individuals with missing 
dependent variables were additionally examined. They had very low levels of 
responses for other variables. When they did, they appeared similar to those with 
no missing values. However, they were slightly less educated (.5 years on 
average) and more likely to be from rural areas (with only two thirds of the 
subsample being urban residents). 
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Table 1-2. Description of Self-Reported Health Variables and their distribution in 
WHS and SAGE-1. 
 
  
Abbreviated 
name 
Actual Question in 
English 
Scale  
Mean 
(SD) 
Distribution of answers, % 
1 2 3 4 5 
M
o
b
ili
ty
 
Moving 
around 
Overall in the last 30 
days, how much 
difficulty did you have 
with moving around? 
1 None 
2 Mild 
3 
Moderate 
4 Severe 
5 
Extreme 
 
WHS 2.343 
(1.171) 
32.38 22.91 25.73 16.02 2.96 
SAGE-
1 
 
2.090 
(1.106) 
40.21 25.60 21.05 11.28 1.86 
Vigorous 
activities 
Overall in the last 30 
days, how much 
difficulty did you have in 
vigorous activities 
('vigorous activities' 
require hard physical 
effort and cause large 
increases in breathing 
or heart rate)? 
WHS 3.226 
(1.308) 
13.79 15.87 23.79 27.04 19.51 
SAGE-
1 
 
2.679 
(1.181) 
18.29 28.98 26.45 19.13 7.15 
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Table 1-2, continued. 
 
  
Abbreviated name 
Actual Question in 
English 
Scale  
Mean 
(SD) 
Distribution of answers, % 
1 2 3 4 5 
S
e
lf
-C
a
re
 
Self-care Overall in the last 
30 days, how much 
difficulty did you 
have with self-care, 
such as 
bathing/washing or 
dressing yourself? 
1 None 
2 Mild 
3 
Moderate 
4 Severe 
5 
Extreme 
 
WHS 1.693 
(1.020) 
61.50 16.41 15.10 5.24 1.75 
SAGE-
1 
 
1.511 
(.890) 
69.25 16.09 10.05 3.55 1.07 
Appearance Overall in the last 
30 days, how much 
difficulty did you 
have in taking care 
of and maintaining 
your general 
appearance (for 
example, 
grooming, looking 
neat and tidy)? 
WHS 1.553 
(.936) 
68.11 15.05 11.80 3.54 1.50 
SAGE-
1 
 
1.338 
(.731) 
78.45 11.93 7.60 1.41 0.62 
P
a
in
 a
n
d
 D
is
c
o
m
fo
rt
 
Bodily pains Overall in the last 
30 days, how much 
of bodily aches or 
pains did you 
have? 
1 None 
2 Mild 
3 
Moderate 
4 Severe 
5 
Extreme 
 
WHS 2.472 
(1.075) 
22.09 29.03 31.31 14.76 2.82 
SAGE-
1 
 
2.158 
(1.067) 
34.81 28.78 23.58 11.51 1.32 
Bodily 
discomfort 
Overall in the last 
30 days, how much 
bodily discomfort 
did you have? 
WHS 2.511 
(1.084) 
21.70 27.04 32.77 15.44 3.06 
SAGE-
1 
 
2.175 
(1.065) 
33.65 29.80 23.27 11.99 1.29 
C
o
g
n
it
io
n
 
Memory Overall in the last 
30 days, how much 
difficulty did you 
have with 
concentrating or 
remembering 
things? 
1 None 
2 Mild 
3 
Moderate 
4 Severe 
5 
Extreme 
 
WHS 2.314 
(1.109) 
29.13 29.22 25.49 13.45 2.72 
SAGE-
1 
 
1.833 
(.914) 
45.10 32.75 16.09 5.85 0.20 
Learning Overall in the last 
30 days, how much 
difficulty did you 
have in learning a 
new task (for 
example, learning 
how to get to a new 
place, learning a 
new game, 
learning a new 
recipe)? 
WHS 2.389 
(1.190) 
29.08 27.96 22.67 15.53 4.76 
SAGE-
1 
 
1.866 
(.996) 
46.57 29.91 14.97 7.51 1.04 
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Table 1-2, continued. 
 
Abbreviated name Actual Question in English Scale  
Mean 
(SD) 
Distribution of answers, % 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
  
In
te
rp
e
rs
o
n
a
l A
c
tiv
iti
e
s 
Relationships Overall in the last 
30 days, how much 
difficulty did you 
have with personal 
relationships or 
participation in the 
community? 
 
1 None 
2 Mild 
3 
Moderate 
4 Severe 
5 
Extreme 
 
WHS 1.700 
(.957) 
56.41 24.51 12.96 4.81 1.31 
SAGE-
1 
 
1.447 
(.838) 
71.55 17.28 7.34 2.53 1.29 
Conflicts Overall in the last 
30 days, how much 
difficulty did you 
have in dealing 
with conflicts and 
tensions with 
others? 
WHS 1.728 
(.947) 
53.69 27.14 13.06 4.95 1.17 
SAGE-
1 
 
1.497 
(.786) 
64.46 24.96 7.63 2.34 0.62 
S
le
e
p
 a
n
d
 E
n
e
rg
y 
Sleep Overall in the last 
30 days, how much 
of a problem did 
you have with 
sleeping, such as 
falling asleep, 
waking up 
frequently during 
the night or waking 
up too early in the 
morning? 
 
1 None 
2 Mild 
3 
Moderate 
4 Severe 
5 
Extreme 
 
WHS 2.528 
(1.076) 
20.53 28.50 31.21 17.18 2.57 
SAGE-
1 
 
2.228 
(1.019) 
27.69 36.04 23.24 11.85 1.18 
Feeling 
rested 
Overall in the last 
30 days, how much 
of a problem did 
you have due to 
not feeling rested 
and refreshed 
during the day (for 
example, feeling 
tired, not having 
energy)? 
WHS 2.549 
(1.005) 
16.55 31.60 34.13 15.83 1.89 
SAGE-
1 
 
2.232 
(.957) 
24.62 38.94 25.94 9.62 0.87 
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Table 1-2, continued. 
 
Abbreviated 
name 
Actual Question in English Scale  
Mean 
(SD) 
Distribution of answers, % 
1 2 3 4 5 
A
ff
e
ct
 
Depression Overall in the last 30 
days, how much of a 
problem did you have 
with feeling sad, low or 
depressed? 
1 None 
2 Mild 
3 
Moderate 
4 Severe 
5 
Extreme 
 
WHS 2.010 
(1.044) 
41.31 27.52 21.50 8.16 1.50 
SAGE-
1 
 
1.640 
(.894) 
58.75 23.66 12.94 4.11 0.53 
Anxiety Overall in the last 30 
days, how much of a 
problem did you have 
with worry or anxiety? 
WHS 2.114 
(1.065) 
36.36 29.17 22.96 9.47 1.94 
SAGE-
1 
 
1.758 
(.898) 
48.96 31.91 14.15 4.31 0.68 
V
is
io
n
 
Seeing 
people 
In the last 30 days, how 
much difficulty did you 
have in seeing and 
recognizing an object or 
a person you know 
across the road (from a 
distance of about 20 
meters)?  
 
1 None 
2 Mild 
3 
Moderate 
4 Severe 
5 
Extreme 
 
WHS 2.085 
(1.166) 
41.70 25.63 19.95 7.91 4.81 
SAGE-
1 
 
1.763 
(.930) 
50.14 30.22 13.84 4.81 0.98 
Seeing 
objects 
In the last 30 days, how 
much difficulty did you 
have in seeing and 
recognizing an object at 
arm's length (for 
example, reading)?  
 
WHS 1.908 
(1.088) 
48.25 25.97 15.24 7.82 2.72 
SAGE-
1 
 
1.826 
(.925) 
45.92 31.88 16.71 4.70 0.79 
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Table 1-3. Descriptive Statistics of the Explanatory Variables in World Health 
Survey and SAGE-1. 
  WHS 
 
SAGE-1 
  Mean SD 
 
Mean SD 
Sex 
     
Male 31.50% 
  
35.54% 
 
Female 68.50% 
  
64.46% 
 
Age 65.86 10 
 
64.83 10.11 
Marital Status 
     
Currently married or cohabiting 44.03% 
  
56.44% 
 
Never married 3.50% 
  
2.90% 
 
Divorced or separated 11.60% 
  
8.69% 
 
Widowed 40.87% 
  
31.96% 
 
Type of settlement      
Urban 90.39% 
  
77.21% 
 
Rural 9.61% 
  
22.79% 
 
Years of schooling 10.36 3.98 
 
11.08 3.71 
Current smoker 
     
Yes 20.15% 
  
17.95% 
 
No 79.85% 
  
82.05% 
 
Drinking 
     
Never 29.95% 
  
25.38% 
 
Not last week 36.65% 
  
50.90% 
 
Less than five drinks 21.31% 
  
14.86% 
 
Five drinks or more 12.09% 
  
8.86% 
 
Year of survey 2003 (100%) 
 
2007 (24.65%)     
2008 (46.63%) 
  
   
2010 (28.73%) 
Note: unweighted descriptive statistics from the two surveys reported.  
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Table 1-4. Results of compound hierarchical ordered probit regressions in health 
domains. 
 Physical health 
  Moving around Vigorous 
activities 
Bodily Pains Bodily 
Discomfort 
Self-Care Appearance 
Female 0.071 0.177*** 0.1745*** 0.1688*** -0.0125 -0.0028  
(0.0476) (0.0484) (0.046) (0.0469) (0.0515) (0.0551) 
Age 0.0401*** 0.0437*** 0.0297*** 0.0258*** 0.0422*** 0.0375***  
(0.0023) (0.0024) (0.0023) (0.0023) (0.0025) (0.0026) 
Rural (ref. = urban) 0.0361 -0.0145 0.0535 0.0395 -0.0649 -0.0944  
(0.0396) (0.038) (0.0388) (0.0388) (0.0467) (0.0513) 
Marital status 
(ref. = married) 
 
      
    Never married 0.0947 -0.0364 -0.0103 -0.0448 0.1454 0.2119*  
(0.0866) (0.0834) (0.0851) (0.0854) (0.0997) (0.1052) 
    Divorced 0.0603 0.0681 0.0273 0.0722 0.1115 0.0758  
(0.0536) (0.0502) (0.0517) (0.0514) (0.0647) (0.0717) 
    Widowed 0.0806* 0.0642 0.0457 0.0702 0.1175** 0.121**  
(0.0369) (0.0359) (0.0364) (0.0363) (0.0416) (0.0447) 
Years of schooling -0.027*** -0.0126 -0.0213** -0.025*** -
0.0363*** 
-0.0409*** 
 
(0.0074) (0.0076) (0.0072) (0.0073) (0.0078) (0.0082) 
Survey wave (ref: SAGE-0)  -0.1433 -0.1123 -0.2688** -0.1641 -0.0931 -0.185  
(0.0912) (0.0924) (0.0902) (0.0908) (0.0981) (0.1034) 
Survey wave × schooling 0.0056 -0.0099 0.0081 0.003 0.0056 0.0081  
(0.0079) (0.0077) (0.0077) (0.0077) (0.0089) (0.0095) 
Alcohol consumption 
(ref. = never had alcohol) 
 
      
    No alcohol last week 0.0025 0.1928*** 0.1265*** 0.1207*** -0.0709 -0.1103*  
(0.0361) (0.0352) (0.0357) (0.0356) (0.0405) (0.0433) 
   Less than five drinks -0.124** 0.0188 0.0568 0.0347 -
0.2457*** 
-0.2836*** 
 
(0.0481) (0.046) (0.0468) (0.0468) (0.0569) (0.0618) 
   Five drinks or more -0.2131*** 0.0719 0.0149 -0.0178 -0.1678* -0.2249**  
(0.0627) (0.0588) (0.0605) (0.0604) (0.0736) (0.0802) 
Current smoker  0.0145 0.0307 -0.0171 -0.0196 -0.0147 0.0461 
(ref. = non-smoker) (0.0468) (0.0441) (0.0453) (0.0453) (0.0563) (0.0611) 
Note: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001; Standard errors in parentheses; 
Significance based on asymptotic normality. 
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Table 1-4, continued. 
 Vision and Cognitive health 
  Recognizing 
people 
Recognizing 
objects 
Memory Learning 
Female 0.1512** 0.161** 0.0401 0.0797  
(0.0553) (0.0558) (0.0502) (0.0502) 
Age 0.038*** 0.0288*** 0.0406*** 0.0424***  
(0.0027) (0.0027) (0.0025) (0.0025) 
Rural (ref. = urban) -0.0035 -0.01 0.0357 0.0043  
(0.0412) (0.0403) (0.0402) (0.0403) 
Marital status 
(ref. = married) 
 
    
    Never married -0.0951 -0.0369 0.1421 0.0885  
(0.0915) (0.0888) (0.0871) (0.0881) 
    Divorced 0.0113 -0.1014 -0.0165 0.0376  
(0.0552) (0.0551) (0.0544) (0.0541) 
    Widowed 0.0203 -0.0724 0.0793* 0.069  
(0.0377) (0.0378) (0.0373) (0.0373) 
Years of schooling -0.0253** -0.0248** -0.0587*** -
0.0604***  
(0.0081) (0.0083) (0.0076) (0.0076) 
Survey wave (ref: SAGE-0) -0.3561*** -0.1953* -0.8145*** -
0.7042***  
(0.0961) (0.0964) (0.094) (0.0933) 
Survey wave × schooling 0.0189* 0.0121 0.0306*** 0.0223**  
(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) 
Alcohol consumption 
(ref. = never had alcohol) 
 
    
    No alcohol last week -0.0317 -0.0693 -0.0379 -0.0618  
(0.0369) (0.0367) (0.0367) (0.0365) 
   Less than five drinks -0.1305** -0.1979*** -0.0777 -0.1519**  
(0.0496) (0.0493) (0.0485) (0.0485) 
   Five drinks or more -0.1315* -0.1472* 0.0174 -0.0201  
(0.0642) (0.0627) (0.0624) (0.0623) 
Current smoker  0.0921 0.1175* 0.0101 0.0383 
(ref. = non-smoker) (0.0484) (0.0473) (0.0473) (0.0472) 
 
Note: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001; Standard errors in parentheses; 
Significance based on asymptotic normality; vignette component not reported. 
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Table 1-4, continued. 
 Emotional Health 
  Relationships Conflicts Sleeping Feeling 
rested 
Depression Anxiety 
Female -0.0244 -0.0367 0.2832*** 0.2526*** 0.2456*** 0.3004***  
(0.0577) (0.064) (0.0494) (0.0503) (0.0502) (0.051) 
Age 0.0266*** 0.0168*** 0.0221*** 0.0212*** 0.0199*** 0.0175***  
(0.0028) (0.0032) (0.0024) (0.0025) (0.0024) (0.0024) 
Rural (ref. = urban) 0.0238 -0.0664 -0.0029 0.1209** 0.0219 0.0201  
(0.0449) (0.0434) (0.0386) (0.0384) (0.0418) (0.0404) 
Marital status (ref. = married) 
 
      
    Never married 0.1879* 0.2112* 0.0748 0.0135 0.0901 0.0031  
(0.0954) (0.0911) (0.0843) (0.0843) (0.0903) (0.0879) 
    Divorced 0.0712 0.1291* 0.1116* 0.1368** 0.1998*** 0.1163*  
(0.0606) (0.0562) (0.0511) (0.0508) (0.0545) (0.0531) 
    Widowed 0.095* 0.0572 0.1003** 0.0654 0.2046*** 0.1245***  
(0.0414) (0.0402) (0.0362) (0.0362) (0.0383) (0.0374) 
Years of schooling -0.0224** -0.0145 -0.0318*** -
0.0293*** 
-0.0042 0.0005 
 
(0.0086) (0.0095) (0.0075) (0.0076) (0.0075) (0.0076) 
Survey wave (ref: SAGE-0) -0.1321 -0.2981** -0.3519*** -0.2788** -0.1933* -0.1301  
(0.1016) (0.1055) (0.0915) (0.092) (0.0942) (0.0939) 
Survey wave × schooling 0.0045 0.0216* 0.0022 0.0035 -0.0069 -0.0113  
(0.0086) (0.0084) (0.0077) (0.0077) (0.0081) (0.0079) 
Alcohol consumption 
(ref. = never had alcohol) 
 
      
    No alcohol last week -0.1391*** -0.1009** 0.0051 0.0122 -0.0484 -0.0089  
(0.0403) (0.039) (0.0354) (0.0354) (0.0375) (0.0366) 
   Less than five drinks -0.1606** -0.0923 -0.0244 -0.0352 -0.0993* -0.0221  
(0.0542) (0.0514) (0.0465) (0.0464) (0.0499) (0.0483) 
   Five drinks or more 0.0178 0.0994 -0.0221 0.0286 -0.061 -0.0416  
(0.0678) (0.0648) (0.0598) (0.0595) (0.0652) (0.0632) 
Current smoker (ref. = non-smoker) 0.1381** 0.0747 -0.0365 -0.0347 0.0423 0.0358 
  (0.0523) (0.0495) (0.045) (0.0448) (0.0495) (0.0477) 
 
Note: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001; Standard errors in parentheses; 
Significance based on asymptotic normality; vignette component not reported. 
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Table 1-5. Estimated effects of Sex, Age, Years of Schooling and Survey Wave 
on Individual Cut-Points in compound hierarchical ordered probit models with 
vignettes. 
 
Moving 
around 
Vigorous 
Activities 
Bodily 
Pains 
Discomfort Self-Care Appearance 
Cut-point 1       
Female -0.0915** 
(0.0355) 
-0.0929* 
(0.042) 
-0.0903* 
(0.0358) 
-0.0681 
(0.0366) 
-0.0495 
(0.0293) 
-0.0021 
(0.0292) 
Age -0.0067*** 
(0.0019) 
0.0026 
(0.0022) 
-0.0043* 
(0.002) 
-0.0078*** 
(0.002) 
-0.0043** 
(0.0016) 
-0.0052*** 
(0.0015) 
Years of 
schooling 
0.0069 
(0.005) 
-0.0081 
(0.0059) 
0.0089 
(0.0051) 
0.0014 
(0.0052) 
0.0045 
(0.004) 
0.0037 
(0.004) 
Survey wave 0.1166** 
(0.0357) 
0.0374 
(0.0424) 
0.1608*** 
(0.038) 
0.2112*** 
(0.0386) 
0.1036*** 
(0.0289) 
0.1697*** 
(0.0289) 
Cut-point 2       
Female 0.0183 
(0.0275) 
0.0249 
(0.0309) 
0.052 
(0.03) 
0.0466 
(0.0298) 
0.0097 
(0.0249) 
-0.0009 
(0.0254) 
Age 0.0033* 
(0.0015) 
-0.0048** 
(0.0017) 
0.0016 
(0.0017) 
0.0021 
(0.0017) 
0.0014 
(0.0013) 
0.002 
(0.0013) 
Years of 
schooling 
-0.0029 
(0.0039) 
0.0071 
(0.0045) 
-0.0048 
(0.0043) 
-0.0001 
(0.0043) 
-0.0071* 
(0.0033) 
-0.0055 
(0.0034) 
Survey wave 0.0115 
(0.0278) 
0.2132*** 
(0.0312) 
-0.0527 
(0.0318) 
0.0031 
(0.0312) 
0.1061*** 
(0.024) 
0.0513* 
(0.0245) 
Cut-point 3       
Female 0.0534 
(0.0283) 
0.0248 
(0.0276) 
0.0196 
(0.0282) 
-0.0082 
(0.0293) 
0.0276 
(0.0287) 
-0.0026 
(0.03) 
Age 0.0049** 
(0.0015) 
-0.0003 
(0.0015) 
0.002 
(0.0015) 
0.0032* 
(0.0015) 
0.0038* 
(0.0015) 
0.0043** 
(0.0015) 
Years of 
schooling 
0.0006 
(0.0039) 
0.0018 
(0.0038) 
-0.0018 
(0.0039) 
-0.0024 
(0.0039) 
-0.0015 
(0.0039) 
-0.0054 
(0.004) 
Survey wave -0.0153 
(0.0276) 
0.0637* 
(0.0272) 
-0.0826** 
(0.028) 
-0.1481*** 
(0.0292) 
-0.0823** 
(0.0277) 
-0.0549 
(0.0286) 
Cut-point 4       
Female 0.0337 
(0.0472) 
0.0229 
(0.0352) 
-0.0635 
(0.049) 
-0.0155 
(0.0495) 
0.0534 
(0.0455) 
0.045 
(0.0459) 
Age -0.0001 
(0.0024) 
0.0037* 
(0.0018) 
0.0034 
(0.0025) 
0.0018 
(0.0025) 
-0.0018 
(0.0023) 
-0.0017 
(0.0023) 
Years of 
schooling 
0.0024 
(0.0063) 
0.0043 
(0.0047) 
0.0022 
(0.0066) 
-0.0039 
(0.0067) 
0.0015 
(0.0062) 
-0.0027 
(0.0063) 
Survey wave 0.0136 
(0.0449) 
0.0883** 
(0.0334) 
0.1982*** 
(0.0463) 
0.2322*** 
(0.0471) 
0.0873* 
(0.0435) 
0.0827 
(0.0444) 
 
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001; Standard errors in parentheses; Significance based on 
asymptotic normality.  
Note: Cut-points are the thresholds between severity ratings of health problems. Cut-off 1 is the 
threshold between none and mild.  Cut-point 2 is the threshold between mild and moderate. Cut-
point 3 is the threshold between moderate and severe. Cut-point 4 is the threshold between severe 
and extreme. Coefficients for intercepts omitted
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Table 1-5, continued. 
 
Recognizing 
people 
Recognizing 
objects 
Memory Learning 
Cut-point 1     
Female -0.0065 
(0.044) 
0.0776 
(0.0454) 
-0.0674 
(0.0385) 
-0.0083 
(0.0394) 
Age -0.0063** 
(0.0023) 
0.0014 
(0.0023) 
-0.0002 
(0.002) 
0.0007 
(0.0021) 
Years of 
schooling 
-0.012* 
(0.006) 
0.0032 
(0.0062) 
0.0154** 
(0.0052) 
0.009 
(0.0054) 
Survey wave 0.1187** 
(0.0432) 
-0.0858 
(0.0441) 
0.0327 
(0.038) 
0.0362 
(0.0385) 
Cut-point 2     
Female 0.0115 
(0.0298) 
0.0062 
(0.0298) 
0.0531 
(0.0317) 
-0.023 
(0.0317) 
Age -0.0006 
(0.0016) 
-0.0021 
(0.0015) 
-0.0021 
(0.0017) 
-0.0027 
(0.0017) 
Years of 
schooling 
0.0014 
(0.0041) 
-0.0029 
(0.004) 
-0.0067 
(0.0043) 
-0.0026 
(0.0043) 
Survey wave 0.0593* 
(0.029) 
0.0853** 
(0.0288) 
-0.0428 
(0.0317) 
-0.0039 
(0.031) 
Cut-point 3     
Female -0.0158 
(0.0327) 
-0.0712* 
(0.0334) 
-0.0061 
(0.0329) 
0.0413 
(0.0304) 
Age 0.0044** 
(0.0017) 
0.0038* 
(0.0017) 
0.0023 
(0.0017) 
-0.0001 
(0.0016) 
Years of 
schooling 
0.0018 
(0.0044) 
0.002 
(0.0045) 
-0.0038 
(0.0045) 
-0.0081* 
(0.004) 
Survey wave -0.0446 
(0.0313) 
0.0402 
(0.0316) 
-0.0624* 
(0.0315) 
-0.06* 
(0.0291) 
Cut-point 4     
Female -0.0227 
(0.0474) 
-0.0132 
(0.0492) 
0.015 
(0.0614) 
0.0304 
(0.0487) 
Age -0.0061** 
(0.0023) 
-0.0043 
(0.0025) 
-0.0005 
(0.0031) 
-0.0022 
(0.0025) 
Years of 
schooling 
-0.0085 
(0.0059) 
-0.0089 
(0.0063) 
-0.0046 
(0.0082) 
-0.0054 
(0.0065) 
Survey wave 0.311*** 
(0.0453) 
0.2596*** 
(0.0471) 
0.1562** 
(0.059) 
0.1285** 
(0.0466) 
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001; Standard errors in parentheses; Significance based on 
asymptotic normality.  
Note: Cut-points are the thresholds between severity ratings of health problems. Cut-off 1 is the 
threshold between none and mild.  Cut-point 2 is the threshold between mild and moderate. Cut-
point 3 is the threshold between moderate and severe. Cut-point 4 is the threshold between severe 
and extreme. Coefficients for intercepts omitted.
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Table 1-5, continued. 
 
Relationship Conflicts Sleeping Feeling 
Rested 
Depression Anxiety  
Cut-point 1        
Female -0.0514 
(0.043) 
-0.0958 
(0.0534) 
-0.0122 
(0.0425) 
-0.0141 
(0.0457) 
-0.0613 
(0.0354) 
-0.1023** 
(0.0385) 
 
Age -0.0009 
(0.0023) 
0.0031 
(0.0029) 
-0.0069** 
(0.0022) 
-0.0043 
(0.0024) 
-0.0012 
(0.0018) 
-0.0027 
(0.002) 
 
Years of schooling 0.0002 
(0.0061) 
0.0011 
(0.0075) 
-0.003 
(0.0059) 
-0.002 
(0.0064) 
0.0042 
(0.0049) 
-0.0004 
(0.0053) 
 
Survey wave 0.2795*** 
(0.0444) 
0.186*** 
(0.0545) 
-0.2121*** 
(0.0413) 
-0.0163 
(0.0451) 
0.116*** 
(0.035) 
0.0706 
(0.0379) 
 
Cut-point 2        
Female 0.0238 
(0.0299) 
-0.0003 
(0.0335) 
-0.0096 
(0.0321) 
-0.0332 
(0.035) 
0.0494 
(0.0287) 
0.0692* 
(0.0301) 
 
Age -0.0044** 
(0.0016) 
-0.0089*** 
(0.0017) 
-0.0011 
(0.0017) 
-0.0038* 
(0.0019) 
0.0004 
(0.0015) 
0.0001 
(0.0016) 
 
Years of schooling 0.0054 
(0.0041) 
0.0029 
(0.0046) 
-0.0004 
(0.0046) 
-0.0043 
(0.005) 
-0.0013 
(0.004) 
0.0042 
(0.0042) 
 
Survey wave -0.115*** 
(0.0303) 
0.0056 
(0.0326) 
0.2135*** 
(0.0311) 
0.1524*** 
(0.0346) 
0.0239 
(0.0281) 
0.0794** 
(0.0293) 
 
Cut-point 3        
Female -0.013 
(0.0312) 
-0.027 
(0.0378) 
-0.0149 
(0.0293) 
0.0375 
(0.0307) 
-0.0138 
(0.0306) 
-0.013 
(0.0318) 
 
Age 0.003 
(0.0016) 
0.0003 
(0.0019) 
0.0047** 
(0.0015) 
0.0047** 
(0.0016) 
0.0004 
(0.0015) 
0.0011 
(0.0016) 
 
Years of schooling 0.0055 
(0.0043) 
-0.0025 
(0.0051) 
-0.0079* 
(0.0039) 
-0.0073 
(0.0041) 
-0.0057 
(0.004) 
-0.0082 
(0.0042) 
 
Survey wave -0.1347*** 
(0.0319) 
-0.0693 
(0.0372) 
-0.0646* 
(0.0281) 
-0.0718* 
(0.0298) 
-0.0608* 
(0.0288) 
-0.0471 
(0.0298) 
 
Cut-point 4        
Female 0.0272 
(0.0423) 
0.068 
(0.0549) 
-0.0719 
(0.0523) 
-0.011 
(0.0523) 
0.0539 
(0.0469) 
0.0856 
(0.0512) 
 
Age -0.0037 
(0.0022) 
-0.0064* 
(0.0029) 
0.0049* 
(0.0025) 
0.0068** 
(0.0026) 
0.0006 
(0.0024) 
-0.001 
(0.0026) 
 
Years of schooling -0.0067 
(0.0059) 
-0.0015 
(0.0077) 
0.0008 
(0.0065) 
0.006 
(0.0067) 
0.0021 
(0.0065) 
0.0027 
(0.007) 
 
Survey wave 0.138** 
(0.0424) 
0.1902*** 
(0.0549) 
0.3169*** 
(0.0471) 
0.28*** 
(0.0488) 
0.2383*** 
(0.0461) 
0.2089*** 
(0.0496) 
 
 
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001; Standard errors in parentheses; Significance based on 
asymptotic normality.  
Note: Cut-points are the thresholds between severity ratings of health problems. Cut-off 1 is the 
threshold between none and mild.  Cut-point 2 is the threshold between mild and moderate. Cut-
point 3 is the threshold between moderate and severe. Cut-point 4 is the threshold between severe 
and extreme. Coefficients for intercepts omitted. 
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Chapter 2:  
Spousal Education and Later Life Health Outcomes. 
2.1. Overview 
Household and family level social structure is a significant explanatory 
factor that mediates the association of education and health. In particular, 
marriage, as the most intimate form of social interaction, can provide benefits or 
harms through educational spillover effects of one spouse on another. 
In this paper, I use data from the 11 waves of HRS to show that spousal 
education is an important factor in predicting health outcomes net of one’s own 
education. In particular, I demonstrate how health benefits of an educated wife 
appear to accumulate over time, while health benefits of an educated husband 
are more closely related to contemporaneous effects. Additionally, I observe that 
the effects of spousal education on mortality become insignificant when 
mediating variables are controlled for, while significance remains for self-rated 
health.  
2.2 Background 
Education is an important socioeconomic predictor of health and 
mortality. Since the pioneering work of Kitagawa and Hauser (1973), this thesis 
has been shown to hold in various studies (Elo and Preston 1996, Mirowsky and 
Ross 2003, Rogers et al. 2000, Ross and Wu 1995, Schnittker 2004, Molia et al 
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2004 etc.). Moreover, the role of education appears to increase with time. The 
educational gap in life expectancy between high school drop outs and college 
graduates increased by 2 years in the decade preceding 2006 and reached 9 
years for men and 8 years for women. (NCHS 2011). 
The mechanisms linking education and health are not, however, clearly 
understood. Some evidence suggests that better access to economic resources 
among more educated individuals can lead to consuming better-quality goods 
and investing more in one’s health (Warren et al. 2004, Newburger and Curry 
2000, Ross and Wu 1995). Secondly, education might be associated with social 
and psychological resources that positively affect health behaviors (Mirowsky 
and Ross 2003, Harper and Lynch 2006, Cutler and Lleras-Muney 2008). Thirdly, 
educational disparities can lead to differential access to new medical 
technologies and health services (Lleras-Muney and Lichtenberg 2000, Rathore 
et al. 2000, Glied and Lleras-Muney 2003). 
A relatively smaller number of studies additionally consider the social 
context in which the individual’s education affects his/her health. Thus, individual 
health outcomes are also correlated with household composition (Ross et al. 
1990, Macintyre 1992). However, while most social relationships contribute to 
better health, the association of health and marriage is arguably the strongest 
due to its very intimate nature and the institutional structure associated with it. 
Numerous studies dating back to the 19th century (Farr 1858) have 
documented lower mortality and prevalence of chronic conditions among married 
individuals compared to both currently not married and never married (Burgoa et 
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al. 1998, Hu and Goldman 1990, Preston and Taubman 1994, Rendall et al. 
2011, Trovato and Lauris 1989, Welon et al. 1999, Kravdal 2001, Pienta et al. 
2000). While these associations might be partially caused by health selection into 
marriage (Goldman 1993, Hu and Goldman 1990, Kisker and Goldman 1987, 
Lillard and Panis 1996, Murray 2000), marital unions provide direct health-related 
benefits similar to the gains from education. Married couples have broader 
access to economic resources in the form of health insurance, mutual support 
and economic gains from specialization (Trovato and Lauris 1989, Waite 1995, 
Zick and Smith 1991). In addition, spousal influence can decrease engagement 
in risky health behaviors (Monden et al. 2003, Tucker and Anders 2001, 
Umberson 1987) and lead to better mental health through larger social networks 
(Rutledge et al. 2003, Simon 2002, Waite and Lehrer 2003). A recent study by 
Margolis and Wright (2015) showed that changes in health behaviors of partners 
are predictive of one’s own health behavior changes and, subsequently, health. 
Despite the fact that marriage and education affect health through very 
similar pathways little research has been done on the association of spousal 
education with a person’s health behaviors and health outcomes. Most of these 
studies were conducted in European populations (Bosma et al. 1995, Martikainen 
1995, Arber 1997, Egeland et al 2002, Monden et al. 2003, Jaffe et al. 2006, 
Kravdal 2007, Torssander and Erikson 2009). These studies demonstrate that 
having better educated spouses usually contributes to lower mortality, better 
health, and lower prevalence of risky health behaviors. 
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In addition, these studies report a gender differences in the health 
effects of a spouse’s education. Women on average have more influence on their 
partner’s health behavior and health outcomes. Jaffe et al. 2006 showed that a 
wife’s education is more strongly associated with a husband’s cardiovascular 
mortality than his own education. At the same time, women are generally not 
affected to the same degree by their husband’s education (Skalicka and Kunst 
2008). 
Research on the association of spousal education and health in the US 
is even scarcer. Most of the papers report no significant effects of spousal 
education on one’s own health and mortality (Strogatz et al. 1998, McDonough et 
al. 1999, Smith and Zick 1994, Smith and Kington 1997). Only a few studies 
report the presence of this association. (Lillard and Waite 1995, Brown et al. 
2014). Their conclusions are generally consistent with prior literature on other 
countries, although the gender effects seem to be affected by the choice of 
health outcome variables.  Mortality appears to be more affected by a spouse’s 
education for men while self-rated health is stronger association with the 
husband’s education. The latter study also demonstrates that people in ages 45 
– 64 are more affected by their spouse’s education than their younger and older 
peers.  This is consistent with some of the other research on the effects of 
education that show an increase in the educational differences in health in prime 
ages but a decrease afterwards (Herd 2006, House et al. 2005) Another 
explanation is that older individuals are generally eligible for Medicare coverage, 
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which has a potential to attenuate the educational differences (Moon and Wang 
2016, Kaestner and Lubotsky 2016). 
Differences in conclusions reached by scientists who study the effects of 
spousal education on health in Europe and the US might to a certain extent be 
explained by societal differences (Lillard and Waite 1995), but can also derive 
from the reliance of different studies on different health measures. Thus, while 
self-rated health is correlated with objective measures of morbidity and mortality 
(Idler and Benyamini 1997), its subjectivity also means that individuals might 
interpret the same question about their health in very different ways and provide 
responses that are incomparable (Sen 2002, King et al. 2004). Therefore, people 
with low educational attainments can experience an overall dissatisfaction with 
their life and report poorer health whereas people with higher levels of education 
might demonstrate wishful thinking and overestimate their health (Iburg et al. 
2001). On the other hand, people can compare themselves to members of the 
social networks they belong to, a practice that leads to raising the standards for 
fortunate and lowering standards for unfortunate members of the society 
(Schnittker 2005). Because of that, it is very difficult to interpret the differences in 
self-rated health between individuals with different levels of education. 
Moreover, while the European studies rely on population registers or 
longitudinal studies with health follow-ups, the cross-sectional nature of the data 
used by Brown et al. (2014) leads to another source of potential distortions. 
Individuals are only observed once and no information on marital history or 
changes in health is collected. This limitation has two implications. Firstly, we do 
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not observe the processes that directly lead to deterioration in health. Secondly, 
the age differences might in fact be the result of the differences in cohort history. 
Thus, couples from relatively younger cohorts demonstrate higher degrees of 
educational homogamy while their older peers did not practice assortative mating 
patterns to the same degree (Mare 1991, Schwartz and Mare 2005). Also, 
gender differences in mortality selection lead to overrepresentation of couples 
with healthier husbands (and wives), which is an additional source of bias. While 
prior literature on the US does document the effects of a spouse’s education on 
health, it does not always address the specific pathways that mediate this effect. 
To summarize, prior literature on the association of spousal education on 
health has not reached an unambiguous conclusion on the direction and the 
magnitude of these effects. While this ambiguity might partially be explained by 
societal differences between the studied countries, the main reason for concern 
is cross-sectional design of most studies and their reliance on different measures 
of health. 
This study aims at overcoming these limitations. The main goal is to assess 
the effects of the spousal education on mortality and the process of self-reported 
health deterioration in a cohort of adults over age 50 over time. I test the 
following hypotheses: 
1. Spousal education is a strong predictor of health and mortality, and the 
causal mechanism of this association is linked to health behaviors, 
economic resources and household characteristics. 
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2. Mortality and morbidity demonstrate different patterns of association with 
one’s own and spousal educational attainment. 
While direct assessment of marital selection is not possible given the 
absence of observation prior to age 50 and unobserved heterogeneity, I conduct 
additional sensitivity analyses to see if marriage has an effect on the shape of 
educational gradients in health. In particular, I separately investigate the 
educational gradients for a group of unmarried individuals to see if individuals 
selected into marriages differ from those who remained single. 
2.3 Methods 
2.3.1 Data 
This paper uses data from the 11 waves of Health and Retirement Study 
(HRS), a longitudinal panel study that surveys a representative sample of more 
than 26,000 Americans over the age of 50 every two years beginning in 1992. It 
is primarily designed to study health transitions through observing the sequence 
of events in the history of the respondents’ lives over time.  
The survey started in 1992 with a representative sample of a cohort of 
individuals born between 1931 and 1941. Importantly, the spouses of these 
individuals were also surveyed regardless of their age. Additional sample of the 
very old (born prior to 1924) was included in 1993. In 1998, HRS sampled 
additional cohorts of individuals born between 1924 and 1930 (Children of 
depression) and between 1942 and 1947 (War babies), which made the sample 
representative of the US population aged 50+ again. Additionally, new cohorts 
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were added in 2004 (individuals born between 1948 and 1953) and in 2010 
(1954 – 1959). 
The initial response rate in 1992 was 81.6% and 12652 respondents were 
interviewed out of the planned 15497. In each subsequent wave, around 85 - 
90% of the people were re-interviewed, with the majority of non-interviews due to 
the death of the respondent. 
Sample size also decreased due to several exclusion criteria. Thus, the 
analysis only includes the information about individuals who were married in at 
least one of the waves. When individuals became married during the 
observation, they are only included starting from the first wave when they 
become married. Those who divorced or were widowed during while in the study 
were excluded from the observation after the marriage end (so that each 
individual was only included in the sample with information on one marriage 
only).  
Observations on individuals with missing information are excluded, but the 
individuals themselves might later be observed at a subsequent wave. At the 
baseline, in wave 1, my analysis includes 7075 observations (56% of the initial 
sample). Information about sample size and the number of new cases for each 
wave is available in Figure 2-1. 
[INSERT Figure 2-1] 
While this omission of individuals from certain waves might be a potential 
problem leading to biases, it can be neglected for the purposes of the study, as 
none of the variables are expected to change drastically from wave to wave. 
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Overall, the dataset includes 19944 individuals married in at least one of the 
waves.  
2.3.2 Measures 
All data on health come from self-reports and not from medical 
examination. The dependent variables I analyze are self-reported health 
(measured on a scale from 1 (meaning the best health self-report) to 5 (meaning 
the worst health self-report)), the number of chronic conditions, and whether 
death occurred during the observation. 
The number of chronic conditions was determined using the following 8 
chronic conditions: high blood pressure, diabetes, cancer, lung disease, heart 
disease, stroke, psychiatric problems, and arthritis. 
The main explanatory variables are the highest level of education of the 
person and his/her spouse (less than high school, GED, high school, some 
college, and college and above). I have considered combining the GED category 
with other groups. Legally individuals with GED have equal educational 
attainment with high school graduates. However, Cameron and Heckman (1993) 
find that their labor force outcomes are similar to the outcomes of high school 
drop outs and any observed benefits arise from selection into GED, not due to 
the effect of GED per se. Because of this uncertainty, GED was kept as a 
separate category.  
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Besides educational attainment of the spouses I include controls for age, 
and gender. Since gender has been shown to determine the shape of the 
relationship between education and health, I stratify my analyses by gender. 
To measure the role of possible pathways between education and health I 
include the following groups of variables: 
- income variables and access to healthcare: 
o total assets (the net value of total wealth less IRA); 
o total income (the sum of all income in a household); 
o employment status (according to the definition of the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics); 
o insurance status (whether the individual has any life insurance); 
- behavioral characteristics: 
o BMI; 
o  whether the individual ever smoked; 
o whether the individual ever drinks any alcohol; 
- other marriage and household characteristics: 
o  age difference between spouses; 
o duration of marriage; 
o whether the household has more that 2 members. 
2.3.3. Analytic Approach 
The analysis will consist of several parts. I will first analyze mortality using 
event history analysis. As has been suggested by previous studies, educational 
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attainment does not only affect mortality chances, but can also be highly 
correlated with the probability of marriage dissolution. For that reason, mortality 
will be analyzed using competing risk regressions. The primary event of interest 
is death and the competing event is marriage dissolution (through separation, 
divorce, or widowhood). The benefit of using competing risks framework is that it 
allows to differentiate censoring from exclusion based on marriage dissolution. 
Competing risk analysis is performed using stcrreg command in Stata and 
follows a procedure proposed by Fine and Gray (1999). The cumulative 
incidence function for death is defined by the following expression: 
ℎ()*+,-
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This method adequately treats competing risks and produces the effects of 
covariates that are less sensitive to informative censoring than the results of Cox 
regressions. 
The second part of the analysis will consider the process of health 
deterioration. I analyze the effects of one’s own and spousal education on the 
slope of the health decline over time using mixed-level growth models following 
Rabe-Hesketh and Skrondal (2012).  
I will treat self-rated health as a continuous variable measured on an 
interval-ratio scale. While this is a strong assumption, such an approximation is 
not uncommon in literature and is not expected to lead to any meaningful 
distortions. The benefit of this assumption is relatively easier estimation and 
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convergence of algorithms, as well as easier comparability with the results for the 
number of chronic conditions. 
I specify the random (individual-specific) part of the mixed linear model in a 
way that each individual has its own random intercept and age slope. The fixed 
(shared by individuals) part of the model contains age, one’s own education, 
spousal education, and the interaction of age with education, as well as wave-
specific fixed effects and a set of time-varying covariates. I stratify the models by 
gender due to its important role in the studied phenomenon. The observation is 
continued until the individual dies, divorces or becomes widowed. The estimation 
is performed using mixed command in Stata using ML estimation and assuming 
unstructured covariance matrix (which allows to impose the least number of 
restrictions on the model). 
Due to the observational nature of the data, it is impossible to exclude the 
possibility that the observed effects are cause by selection into marriage rather 
than marital protection. I will thus examine a different sample of never married 
individuals to see if the obtained coefficients of education are closer to the 
educational coefficients before or after controlling for spousal education in 
married individuals.   
All estimates are produced in Stata 15.0. 
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2.4. Results 
2.4.1. Descriptive statistics 
After implementing the exclusion criteria described in the methods section, 
the overall sample consists of 89330 observations pertaining to 19944 
individuals. Table 2-1 contains descriptive characteristics of the sample. 
[INSERT Table 2-1] 
As can be seen from the table, the overall aging of the sample contributed 
to the on average deterioration of health from the first observation to the last. The 
sample is almost gender balanced. Except for GED, educational categories are 
distributed more or less evenly both for one’s own and spousal education. 
Interestingly, the number of people who ever drinks decreased over time 
(probably as a result of aging and the accumulation of health conditions that 
prevent drinking). Economic characteristics also demonstrate patterns of aging. 
Thus, the number of retired individuals increased by almost 100%. During the 
period of observation 4112 deaths of respondents were observed and 3783 
marriages ended before the end of observation (due to separation, divorce or 
death of a spouse). 
A serious consideration prior to the analysis is how homogamous the 
marriages are. If the variation in spousal education is minimal, standard errors in 
the analysis would be inflated and the sample size would not be enough to 
measure the effects of interest. As marriages become more homogamous, this 
becomes a serious problem for younger cohorts. Educational homogamy of 
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marriages has been shown to increase from 1960 (Schwartz and Mare 2005). 
Therefore, older generations are expected to have lower levels of educational 
homogamy. 
Table 2-2 summarized the information on the distribution of individuals by 
their own and their spouse’s education (at the first wave they were observed).  
[INSERT Table 2-2] 
As can be seen from the table, marriages indeed tend to be educationally 
homogamous. However, there is enough variation for the analysis to be 
plausible. Thus, 44% of people with less than high school education are married 
to people with higher educational attainment; 67% of high school graduates are 
married outside their educational group. Similar distributions are observed for 
people with more than a college degree.  People with some years of college are 
highly heterogamous with only 31.9% of them marrying other people with the 
same level of education. Educationally heterogamous marriages do not appear to 
be outlier cases. 
2.4.2. Mortality analysis 
The results of competing risks survival analysis are presented in Table 2-3. 
Education and spousal education appear to be protective of mortality. 
Importantly, the effects of spousal education are present for both men and 
women even though one’s own education is taken into account. While the 
coefficients are somewhat larger in magnitude for women, the differences 
between men and women do not appear to be significant. Controlling for spousal 
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education appears to affect men and women in a similar way in terms of 
magnitude, although significance is only affected for men. 
[INSERT Table 2-3] 
Models 2 – 5 in the table provide some insight into the mechanisms linking 
spousal and one’s own education and health. Thus, controlling for health 
behaviors helps explain educational gradients in health for both one’s own and 
spousal education for men (except for the group of college educated men), but 
only slightly attenuates the gradient for women. Economic characteristics act in a 
similar way, although income is only significant for women. The fact that the 
gradients in one’s own education are attenuated for men but not for women 
requires additional discussion. Household level characteristics, while significant, 
provide a very weak effect on educational gradients for both men and women. 
Interestingly, marriage duration and age differences between spouses is only 
significant for men, but not for women, but the effects are relatively weak 
compared with other predictors. 
When all of the explanatory variables are included in the model, the 
educational gradient in health for both one’s own and spousal education 
becomes insignificant for men. At the same time, the chosen covariates result in 
only 50% reduction in the educational effects of being college educated for 
women. This suggests once again that educational disparities in mortality 
manifest differently for men and women. 
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2.4.3 Health change analysis 
Table 2-4 provides results of the mixed-level linear regression analysis of 
the number of chronic conditions controlling for education and additional 
covariates. A somewhat puzzling conclusion is that higher educated individuals 
tend to report slightly higher prevalence of chronic conditions than their less 
educated peers. This is most likely an artifact of self-reporting and does not 
reflect the lack of the protective effect of education. At the same time, chronic 
conditions develop at a slower pace as an individual ages, and this effect is 
somewhat more pronounced for women than men. 
[INSERT Table 2-4] 
At the same time, while spousal education does not affect the number of 
chronic conditions at the baseline, men significantly benefit from having a college 
educated wife in terms of a slow-down in the development of chronic conditions, 
and this effect is not mediated by any of the included covariates. 
Finally, Table 2-5 provides similar results for self-reported health as a 
dependent variable. Both one’s own and spousal education appear to have a 
protective effect of health, and this effect is not mediated by controlling for health 
behaviors, income or household characteristics. At the same time, the interaction 
coefficients of education and age show that educational disparities in self-
reported health appear to diminish as individuals age. Main effect of spousal 
education is highly significant and of large magnitude for all models, but only for 
women does the interaction of spousal education with health appear to be 
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significant, and this effect, although small in magnitude, also leads to relatively 
smaller educational advantages with age. 
[INSERT Table 2-5] 
2.4.4. The case of never married individuals. 
I conducted several additional analyses to investigate the mortality 
decline in a group of never married individuals. Only a small fraction of 
individuals remained never married in the HRS. Because of that, reliable 
estimates of mortality are problematic. 
I focused my analyses on the mixed-level linear regression models to 
see the shape of the educational gradient in self-reported health and the 
prevalence of chronic conditions. While the results cannot be conclusive due to 
small sample size and large standard errors, educational gradients appear to be 
smaller for this group of individuals. In particular, neither the gradient nor its 
change with age is significant for the number of chronic conditions. Having 
college education appear to be protective in terms of self-reported health, but 
other educational categories are insignificant. 
This is suggestive of the fact that selection into marriage might be an 
important determinant of educational gradients in health among married 
individuals. In particular, it might be expected that as educational endogamy 
increases, educational gradients might appear steeper. 
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2.5 Discussion 
The overarching aim of this paper is to show that health and mortality 
are affected by the spousal characteristics, in particular by spousal education. I 
analyzed two types of outcomes: death and self-rated health reports (in the form 
of self-reported health and the number of chronic conditions).  
Importantly from the methodological perspective, the results suggest 
that controlling for spousal education reduces the effect of respondent’s own 
education on mortality by up to 40% (similar effects were observed for other 
measures), and ignoring spousal characteristics can lead to severe omitted 
variables biases. 
This study, however, has important substantive contributions to the 
field. It shows that spousal characteristics play an important role in shaping one’s 
own health net of one’s own characteristics. 
Thus, when mortality is analyzed, spousal educations appears to be 
significant for men’s survival even when health behaviors and household 
characteristics are included in the models. Wives might provide additional 
spillover benefits through better nutrition, exercising, social capital, urging to visit 
a doctor when the husband is sick etc. The effect disappears only when the full 
model is considered, mostly due to the presence of economic variables. It is 
suggestive of the fact that men’s health utility function might treat women as 
substitutes to economic resources. When one is economically advantaged, the 
benefit of an educated wife is less obvious. This is, however, not the case for 
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women, who benefit from higher spousal education even net of economic 
characteristics. It is possible that economic resources in the household are 
controlled by husbands. 
Self-rated health, on the other hand, appears to be strongly associated 
with both the respondent’s and spousal education, even when other 
characteristics are taken into consideration, although adding additional controls 
somewhat reduces this association. Interestingly, the patterns of aging are 
different for men and women. Notably, while having a college educated husband 
is protective for health, this effect diminishes with age. Education might be a 
weaker predictor of economic resources in older ages, and this is a possible 
explanation to this phenomenon. 
At the same time, accumulation of chronic conditions is slowed down 
for men with college educated wives. The number of chronic conditions is a 
cumulative measure that is less sensitive to contemporaneous effects than self-
rated health. It might then be expected that the accumulation of health problems 
over time is more dependent on health behaviors than on economic resources, 
which explains why wives play a greater role in this case than in the case of self-
reported health. 
The analyses have several limitations. First, while self-rated health in 
strongly associated with morbidity and mortality (Idler and Benyamini 1997), its 
subjectivity also means that individuals might interpret the same question about 
their health in very different ways and give inconsistent results (Sen 2002, King 
et al. 2004). While some of the characteristics that could potentially lead to 
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reporting heterogeneity have been accounted for, unobserved heterogeneity is 
still present and can lead to biased results. Thus, prior marriage history is not 
completely observed for the individuals, and potential educational and health 
selection of spouses could lead to incomparability of respondents. 
The study design also did not directly include observations of people 
who are currently not married. While the models accounted for the length of time 
a person has been married over his lifetime, they fail to address previous 
marriages and reasons for marriage. Because unmarried people are generally 
observed to have higher mortality and worse health (Burgoa et al. 1998, Hu and 
Goldman 1990, Preston and Taubman 1994, Rendall et al. 2011, Trovato and 
Lauris 1989, Welon et al. 1999, Kravdal 2001, Pienta et al. 2000), the sample of 
married people might be not representative of the entire population. I conducted 
several additional analyses to investigate educational gradients in health among 
never married individuals, and these analyses suggest that selection into 
marriage might in fact contribute to educational inequalities in health. 
Additionally, further analyses are required to estimate the effects of 
other household members (such as children) and the effects of prior marital 
history on currently unmarried individuals. 
One way to improve the analysis is by looking at sequence of events in 
a person’s life by his / her educational attainment, the educational attainment of 
his / her spouse (e.g. using the framework proposed in Willekens F. (2014)). This 
type of study design is, however, substantially different from the analyses 
implemented in the paper, and is beyond of its scope. 
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Despite the limitations, the study sheds light onto the association of 
health and educational attainment. It managed to show that the effects of spousal 
education on various health outcomes differs significantly, and the 
inconclusiveness of previous studies might arise from this fact.  In line with the 
conclusions of Brown et al. (2014), spousal education is a significant predictor of 
self-rated health and mortality.  
This study also shows that the effects of the respondents’ own 
educational attainment are overestimated when their spouses (and probably 
other members of their social networks) are not taken into account. This 
suggests that social policy should take into consideration the spillover effects of 
one’s own education on their social network. 
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Figure 2-1. Sample size and the number of new cases per each wave. 
 
Note: HRS waves 1 – 11 data. New cases are cases first sampled in a given 
wave. Old cases are follow-ups with individuals observed in at least one previous 
wave. 
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Table 2-1. Descriptive characteristics of the sample. 
  Men Women 
  First appearance Last appearance First appearance Last appearance 
Number of individuals: 10196 9748 
Self-rated health:    
Excellent 18.07% 9.14% 18.19% 10.40% 
Very good 27.51% 25.04% 30.16% 29.31% 
Good 29.88% 30.08% 29.23% 30.27% 
Fair 16.62% 21.98% 15.94% 19.92% 
Poor 7.91% 13.76% 6.48% 10.09% 
# of chronic conditions 1.26 (SD 1.24) 2.19 (SD 1.54) 1.23 (SD 1.18) 1.99 (SD 1.44) 
Own Education:    
Less than HS 24.71% 20.62% 
GED 5.01% 3.99% 
HS 26.57% 34.28% 
Some College 20.28% 23.12%% 
College + 23.43% 17.98% 
Spousal education:    
Less than HS 20.46% 25.14% 
GED 4.13% 5.26% 
HS 34.07% 26.61% 
Some College 23.14% 19.82% 
College + 18.20% 23.16% 
Ever smoked: 69.86% 70.09% 46.40% 46.44% 
Ever drunk alcohol: 65.10% 55.44% 52.32% 44.66% 
BMI: 27.55 (SD 4.7) 27.6 (SD 5.21) 27.15 (SD 5.88) 27.53 (SD 6.29) 
Life insurance: 77.26% 70.12% 65.87% 61.54% 
Total assets: 
$270.8K (SD 663.8 
K) 
$385.8K (SD 
987.3K) 
$283.2K (SD 
641.2K) 
$395.3K (SD 
1279.4K) 
Total income: 
$66.6K (SD 
119.3K) $67.2K (SD 90.6K) $66.3K (SD 90.5K) $66.5K (SD 85.6K) 
Participation in labor force:    
Works full-time 51.44% 26.34% 33.86% 19.37% 
Works part-time 4.02% 2.92% 12.49% 7.21% 
Unemployed 2.89% 2.39% 2.51% 2.02% 
Partly retired 5.94% 8.08% 3.92% 5.87% 
Retired 32.48% 57.21% 24.29% 46.86% 
Disabled 2.53% 2.41% 2.53% 2.62% 
Not in labor force 0.69% 0.64% 20.39% 16.05% 
Marriage length 31.8 (SD 13.4) 38.9 (SD 15.3) 32.6 (SD 13) 39.6 (SD 15) 
Marriage     
First 69.44% 71.93% 
Remarried 30.56% 28.07% 
Age 61.08 (SD 9.92) 69 (SD 10.86) 58.99 (SD 9.34) 66.59 (SD 10.28) 
Spousal age 57.55 (SD 10.51) 65.43 (SD 11.33) 61.85 (SD 10.04) 69.43 (SD 10.93) 
HH with more than 2 
members 43.56% 31.04% 39.95% 28.64% 
# of deaths 2804 1308 
# marriage ends 1199 2584 
 
Note: HRS waves 1 – 11 data. Unweighted descriptive statistics reported.  
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Table 2-2. The distribution of respondents by their own and their spouse's 
education. 
    Spousal education Total 
  
Less 
than 
high 
school GED 
High 
School 
Some 
college 
College 
and 
above 
 
O
w
n
 e
d
u
ca
ti
o
n
 Less than high 
school 56.52% 5.32% 25.70% 9.45% 3.00% 100% 
GED 24.89% 14.33% 36.78% 17.56% 6.44% 100% 
High School 19.17% 5.55% 43.03% 21.81% 10.43% 100% 
Some college 10.37% 3.86% 30.70% 31.33% 23.74% 100% 
College and above 3.50% 1.47% 15.50% 24.89% 54.64% 100% 
Note: Information reported pertains to the first appearance of individuals in the survey. 
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Table 2-3. Competing Risks Regression of dying on certain characteristics for 
men and women. 
 Men 
 Model 0 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5  
 b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se    
Own education (ref: less than HS):    
GED -0.032 -0.002 -0.022 -0.006 -0.004 -0.026 
 (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) 
High School -0.181*** -0.140** -0.094 -0.074 -0.128* -0.035 
 (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) 
Some college -0.164** -0.1 -0.014 -0.015 -0.098 0.047 
 (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) 
College and above -0.517*** -0.406*** -0.259*** -0.234*** -0.388*** -0.123 
 (0.06) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) 
Spousal education (ref: less than HS):    
GED  -0.051 -0.034 -0.007 -0.064 -0.013 
  (0.1) (0.1) (0.1) (0.1) (0.1) 
High School -0.055 0.004 0.002 -0.042 0.055 
  (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) 
Some College -0.164** -0.109 -0.088 -0.171** -0.058 
  (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) 
College and above -0.208** -0.153* -0.088 -0.221** -0.081 
  (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) 
Ever drinks:   -0.496***   -0.453*** 
   (0.04)   (-0.04) 
Ever smoked:   0.521***   0.483*** 
   (0.05)   (-0.05) 
BMI   -0.058***   -0.057*** 
   (0.01)   (-0.01) 
Life insurance:   -0.039  -0.021 
    (0.04)  (0.04) 
Total assets (in $10000):  -0.001  -0.001 
    (0)  (0) 
Total income (in $10000):  -0.011*  -0.008 
    (0.01)  (0) 
Participation in Labor Force (ref.: full time worker)   
Works Part Time   0.382*  0.363*   
    (0.17)  (0.17) 
Unemployed   -0.06  -0.084 
    (0.29)  (0.29) 
Partly retired   0.008  0.053 
    (0.12)  (0.12) 
Retired    0.773***  0.758*** 
    (0.09)  (0.09) 
Disabled    1.600***  1.464*** 
    (0.12)  (0.12) 
Not in Labor Force   0.863***  0.846*** 
    (0.22)  (0.21) 
Marriage length in years   -0.008*** -0.011*** 
     (0) (0) 
Not first marriage    0.077 0.026 
     (0.06) (0.05) 
Age difference in years (older than spouse positive) -0.012** -0.011**  
     (0) (0) 
More than 2 HH members   0.175*** 0.133**  
     (0.05) (0.05) 
Notes: * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. Coefficients and standard errors (in 
parentheses) are reported. Competing event: marriage dissolution for any other 
reason. Fixed effect coefficients for wave omitted. 
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Table 2-3, continued. 
 Women 
 Model 0 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5  
 b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se    
Own education (ref: less than HS):      
GED -0.109 -0.083 -0.106 -0.08 -0.09 -0.102 
 (0.15) (0.16) (0.15) (0.16) (0.16) (0.16) 
High School -0.298*** -0.249*** -0.175* -0.193** -0.224** -0.124 
 (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) 
Some college -0.426*** -0.318*** -0.222* -0.243** -0.299*** -0.161 
 (0.08) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) 
College and above -0.651*** -0.467*** -0.345** -0.382*** -0.441*** -0.295*  
 (0.1) (0.11) (0.11) (0.12) (0.11) (0.12) 
Spousal education (ref: less than HS):      
GED  -0.166 -0.227 -0.165 -0.171 -0.246 
  (0.14) (0.14) (0.14) (0.14) (0.14) 
High School  -0.024 -0.031 -0.003 -0.014 -0.013 
  (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.08) 
Some College  -0.181* -0.143 -0.152 -0.176 -0.128 
  (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) 
College and above  -0.306** -0.244* -0.237* -0.285** -0.19 
  (0.1) (0.1) (0.1) (0.1) (0.1) 
Ever drinks:   -0.715***  -0.646*** 
   (0.07)   (0.07) 
Ever smoked:   0.583***   0.516*** 
   (0.06)   (0.06) 
BMI   -0.030***  -0.032*** 
   (0.01)   (0.01) 
Life insurance:    0.01  0.024 
    (0.06)  (0.06) 
Total assets (in $10000):    0  0 
    (0)  (0) 
Total income (in $10000):    -0.005  -0.003 
    (0.01)  (0.01) 
Participation in Labor Force (ref.: full time worker)       
Works Part Time    0.243  0.233 
    (0.22)  (0.22) 
Unemployed    0.442  0.423 
    (0.43)  (0.43) 
Partly retired    0.021  0.057 
    (0.24)  (0.24) 
Retired    1.060***  1.045*** 
    (0.16)  (0.16) 
Disabled    2.120***  1.938*** 
    (0.18)  (0.18) 
Not in Labor Force    0.789***  0.768*** 
    (0.16)  (0.16) 
Marriage length in years     0 -0.002 
     (0) (0) 
Not first marriage     0.158 0.021 
     (-0.09) (0.09) 
Age difference in years (older than spouse positive)  0.004 0.007 
     (-0.01) (0.01) 
More than 2 HH members     0.255*** 0.227*** 
     (-0.07) (0.07) 
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Table 2-4. Results of mixed level linear regression of the number of chronic 
conditions on education and other controls. 
  Men Women 
 Model 1 Model 5 Model 1 Model 5 
 b/se b/se b/se b/se 
Age 0.068*** 0.059*** 0.055*** 0.050*** 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
Own education (ref: less than HS):   
GED -0.072 -0.050 0.407 0.436 
 (0.31) (0.30) (0.32) (0.32) 
High School 0.598** 0.663*** 0.525** 0.613*** 
 (0.18) (0.18) (0.17) (0.17) 
Some College 0.325 0.389 0.478* 0.561** 
 (0.20) (0.20) (0.20) (0.20) 
College and above 0.539* 0.643** 0.257 0.428 
 (0.21) (0.21) (0.23) (0.22) 
Education x age    
GED 0.004 0.003 -0.007 -0.008 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.01) 
High School -0.010*** -0.011*** -0.012*** -0.013*** 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
Some College -0.005 -0.006 -0.013*** -0.013*** 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
College and above -0.014*** -0.014*** -0.013*** -0.014*** 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
Spousal education (ref: less than HS)   
GED -0.315 -0.353 -0.524 -0.498 
 (0.33) (0.32) (0.28) (0.28) 
High School 0.068 0.080 -0.276 -0.196 
 (0.18) (0.18) (0.17) (0.17) 
Some College -0.023 -0.025 -0.318 -0.263 
 (0.21) (0.20) (0.19) (0.19) 
College and above 0.267 0.316 -0.148 -0.034 
 (0.23) (0.23) (0.20) (0.20) 
Spousal education x age:    
GED 0.004 0.005 0.010* 0.009 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.00) (0.00) 
High School -0.001 -0.001 0.002 0.001 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
Some College -0.002 -0.002 0.002 0.001 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
College and above -0.008* -0.008* -0.004 -0.005 
  (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
 Notes: * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. Coefficients and standard errors (in 
parentheses) are reported. Fixed effect coefficients for wave omitted. Model 5 
additionally controls for health behaviors, income, and household/marriage 
characteristics. 
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Table 2-5. Results of mixed-level linear regression of self-reported health on 
education and other controls. 
  Men Women 
 Model 1 Model 5 Model 1 Model 5 
 b/se b/se b/se b/se 
Age 0.014*** 0.012*** 0.005** 0.009*** 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
Own education (ref: less than HS):   
GED -0.480* -0.361 -0.215 -0.055 
 (0.24) (0.23) (0.26) (0.25) 
High School -0.392** -0.227 -0.963*** -0.756*** 
 (0.14) (0.14) (0.14) (0.14) 
Some College -1.040*** -0.845*** -0.928*** -0.743*** 
 (0.16) (0.15) (0.16) (0.15) 
College and above -1.370*** -1.142*** -1.395*** -1.087*** 
 (0.17) (0.16) (0.18) (0.18) 
Education x age    
GED 0.005 0.004 -0.001 -0.003 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
High School 0.001 -0.001 0.007*** 0.005* 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
Some College 0.009*** 0.007** 0.005* 0.004 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
College and above 0.010*** 0.009*** 0.009** 0.007* 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
Spousal education (ref: less than HS)   
GED -0.377 -0.368 -0.469* -0.371 
 (0.26) (0.25) (0.23) (0.22) 
High School -0.302* -0.235 -0.511*** -0.373** 
 (0.14) (0.14) (0.14) (0.13) 
Some College -0.428** -0.385* -0.600*** -0.470** 
 (0.16) (0.16) (0.16) (0.15) 
College and above -0.550** -0.443* -0.947*** -0.745*** 
 (0.18) (0.18) (0.16) (0.16) 
Spousal education x age:    
GED 0.003 0.003 0.005 0.004 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
High School 0.001 0.000 0.004 0.003 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
Some College 0.002 0.002 0.004 0.003 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
College and above 0.002 0.002 0.007** 0.006* 
  (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
 
Notes: * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. Coefficients and standard errors (in 
parentheses) are reported. Fixed effect coefficients for wave omitted. Model 5 
additionally controls for health behaviors, income, and household/marriage 
characteristics. Self-reported health is measured on a scale from 1 (“excellent) to 
5 (“poor”). 
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Chapter 3: International Comparison of Spillover Effects of Spousal 
Education on Health. 
3.1. Overview 
Health outcomes have been shown to depend on both societal structure 
and individual and family-level characteristics. How the latter manifest differently 
in different societal contexts is an interesting and poorly studied question.  
I use data from 18 countries collected using comparable methodology 
(HRS sister studies harmonized by the Global Gateway to Aging project). 
Identical methodology and comparable survey designs will allow me to overcome 
the problem of study incomparability, which is often cited as the explanation for 
the differences in conclusions between the US and Europe in the estimates of 
the effects of spousal education. It thus allows me to assess the extent to which 
country level characteristics are responsible for the magnitude of the spillover 
effects of education. The results show that welfare regimes in the countries have 
some predictive power for explaining educational gradients in health, and more 
egalitarian countries do show less steep gradients. Importantly, however, 
country-specific context is a stronger predictor of the effects of spousal education 
on women’s health. Men seem to benefit more equally from the higher 
educational attainment of their wives, regardless of the egalitarianism of the 
country. 
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3.2. Introduction 
Multiple studies have documented the association of education and 
health (Elo and Preston 1996, Mirowsky and Ross 2003, Rogers et al. 2000, 
Ross and Wu 1995, Schnittker 2004 etc.). Moreover, the educational gradient in 
health appears to increase with time (Jasilionis and Shkolnikov 2016). 
What frequently remains outside the scope of research is that the social 
context in which the individual’s education affects people’s health is also an 
important predictor of health. Thus, individual health outcomes are also 
correlated with neighborhood-level socio-economic characteristics (Pickett and 
Pearl 2001) and household composition (Ross et al. 1990, Macintyre 1992). The 
association of health and marriage is arguably the strongest because of the 
intimate nature of the institution of marriage and the social norms that surround it. 
Several studies have investigated the effects of spousal education on 
health and mortality in various (mostly developed) countries, most notably in the 
Netherlands (Bosma et al. 1995, Monden et al. 2003), Norway (Egeland et al. 
2002), Sweden (Torssander and Erikson 2009), Israel (Jaffe et al. 2006), and the 
US (Brown et al. 2014). Some studies have also been conducted in developing 
countries (e.g. Li et al. 2011 for China, and Hurt et al. 2004 for Bangladesh). 
Interestingly, these studies do not always agree on the significance of spousal 
education. While European countries generally demonstrate a protective effect of 
having an educated spouse, several US-based studies hardly show any effect at 
all, and in at least one study, the reported effect was negative (Suarez and 
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Barrett-Connor 1984). In China, the effect is gender specific with only women 
benefiting from having an educated spouse. 
Despite these striking dissimilarities in the associations, no cross-
country study has been conducted to my knowledge. It is the purpose of this 
study to fill this gap and investigate international patterns of educational spillover 
effects of spouses on one’s own health. 
Educational gradients in health in the international context. 
Several studies have documented the differences in health benefits of 
education between countries. Beckfield et al. (2013) argue that income inequality 
at a country level is an important predictor of health inequalities. Other studies 
reported substantial variations in socioeconomic gradients, but argued this 
variation was independent of income inequality (Prag et al. 2016). 
Mackenbach et al. (2008, 2015) show that inequalities in health are the 
largest in Eastern Europe and the smallest in some Southern European 
countries, but not in Northern Europe and argue that lifestyle choices are as an 
important mechanism as economic resources. 
Another line of explanation lies in the intersection of health inequalities 
in welfare regimes. Esping-Andersen argues that the protection offered to 
individuals by the state varies depending on the type of governance in the 
country. Thus, the United States and other Anglo-Saxon countries represent the 
liberal welfare regime, in which socioeconomic inequalities are expected to be 
the largest. Countries of Northern Europe, on the other hand, are social 
democracies where inequalities play a small role in shaping health outcomes. 
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Conservative welfare regimes (France, Switzerland) lie in between these two 
extremes. Brennenstuhl et al. (2011) conduct a review of this and several 
alternative welfare regime typologies and demonstrate that less than half of 
studies document lower levels of health inequality in egalitarian countries, and 
political determinants of welfare policies are a better predictor of socioeconomic 
health disparities. 
One of the biggest challenges of international comparisons is obtaining 
comparable measures of the studied phenomenon. While some variables can 
safely be assumed to be universal around the world, educational attainment is 
context specific. Schneider (2010) shows that even harmonized measures of 
education might be incomparable across countries and argues that more detailed 
measures are easier to compare than categorical ones. At the same time, using 
the number of years of schooling as a proxy for educational attainment has its 
own disadvantages. More talented individuals tend to study at a quicker pace, 
thus their number of years of schooling might be lower. Years of schooling also 
do not include informal training, and frequently vocational education. Measuring 
education is thus a complex problem and any interpretations should take that into 
account. 
Specific aims 
This study will examine the nature and magnitude of spillover effects of 
spousal education on health in 18 countries in the Americas, Europe, and the 
Middle East. A wide spectrum of countries allows to investigate the distribution of 
spillover effects across various geographic and socioeconomic contexts. I will 
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use harmonized data of the Global Gateway to Aging Project. Data are both 
suitable for cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses. Using the datasets, I will 
pursue the following aims: 
AIM1: Estimate the magnitude of the effect of spousal education on 
health in each of a heterogeneous set of countries. 
AIM2: Determine whether there is a geographic or a societal pattern in 
the observed differences. 
 
3.3. Methods 
3.3.1 Data 
Data for this study come from a family of surveys harmonized under the 
Global Gateways to Aging Project. In this project, I will use data for the United 
States (HRS), Mexico (MHAS), Costa Rica (CRELES), and a group of European 
countries from the SHARE project (namely, Austria, Belgium, the Czech 
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, France, Germany, Israel, Italy, Luxembourg, 
Mexico, the Netherlands, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland). Countries 
were chosen based on the availability of harmonized comparable data and to 
represent various dimensions of international differentials in health (geography, 
welfare system, historical context). 
While included studies are harmonized and comparable, they are based 
on slightly different methodologies, and that poses constraints on the present 
research. As each survey was initiated at different times, only close waves had to 
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be selected to avoid the influence of secular changes on the results. I therefore 
limit my analysis to wave 11 of HRS, wave 3 of MHAS, wave 5 of SHARE, and 
wave 5 of CRELES. All these waves were conducted in 2012 – 2013 and can be 
compared without the need to account for time differences. 
I exclude observations with missing covariates. Additionally, the sample 
is restricted to individuals aged 50+. In the case of Costa Rica, data are available 
for individuals aged 56+.  
3.3.2. Measures and analytic approach 
The dependent variable of interest is self-reported health (reported on a 
scale from 1 (“Excellent” health) to 5 (“Poor” health). 
The main explanatory variables are the number of years of schooling 
and (for the subsample of married individuals) the number of years of schooling 
of a spouse. I include country-specific fixed effects in the models and interact 
them with the educational variables. I additionally control for age of respondents 
and stratify my samples by gender. 
As has been discussed, self-reported health is a measure sensitive to 
the social context. For this reason, unadjusted models might detect differences in 
health perception of individuals, which is a function of both underlying health and 
societal factors. Anchoring vignettes are not available for the waves used in this 
study, and no truly “objective” measures of health are collected. Individuals 
reported the number of chronic conditions (but not in all countries) and some 
additional study-specific health related questions, but even if they were present in 
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all studies, such comparisons would still lack validity due to the subjective nature 
of self-reports. 
As can be seen in Table 3-1, average levels of self-reported health vary 
greatly between countries, and these differences are not always suggestive of 
actual health disparities across countries. Thus, Denmark and Germany report 
very different levels of health, but the social and geographic proximity of the two 
countries make this conclusion somewhat puzzling.  
[INSERT Table 3-1] 
In order to diminish the effect of reporting heterogeneity on the 
estimates, I standardize self-reported health variables for each country (by 
demeaning them and dividing by the standard deviation). This adjustment allows 
to compare individuals with the “average” case in their country, and thus enables 
a more objective analysis (see Figure 3-1). 
[INSERT Figure 3-1] 
Similarly, educational attainment cannot be directly compared across 
countries. Countries have varying thresholds for each qualification, and the value 
of a diploma might be different in different contexts. Standardizing the 
educational variables for each country allows to make comparisons with the 
“average” number of years of education in a given country, and this leads to a 
reduction in reporting biases. Comparing Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3 reveals that 
such an adjustment effectively eliminates differences in the educational 
composition of the studied populations. 
[INSERT Figure 3-2] 
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[INSERT Figure 3-3] 
 
I first investigate the differences in educational gradients in health by 
country for the entire sample and the subsample of married individuals. After 
that, I include controls for spousal education and compare the models that use 
standardized and unstandardized measures (compare Figure 3-2 and Figure 
3-3).  
Because standardized variables are continuous, and because 
standardization is only possible for interval-ratio variables, I consider self-
reported health continuous and use linear regression models. While an 
approximation, it is not expected to distort the results and simplifies the 
comparison of models. 
All analyses are performed in Stata 15.0 for Mac. 
3.4. Results 
Table 3-2 contains the results of ordinary linear regression of self-
reported health on age, education, country-specific fixed effects and their 
interaction with education for the entire sample and a sub-sample of married 
individuals separately. The most striking conclusion is that educational gradients 
in health in the United States are much steeper than in any other included 
country. With the exception of Luxembourg and Costa Rica (for men), interaction 
coefficients are positive and significant. Switzerland demonstrates the least steep 
gradients, while some countries, notably of the former Soviet bloc show steep 
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gradients (although not as steep as in the US). Educational gradients seem to 
not be systematically affected by marital status. 
[INSERT Table 3-2] 
Table 3-3 reports coefficients of ordinary linear regression with controls 
for spousal education and its interaction with the country. Spousal education for 
men appears to have virtually the same effect in most countries, with only a few 
(Austria, Belgium, Netherlands, Switzerland, Spain, Costa Rica, and Mexico) 
showing much less steep effects. At the same time for women, the effects of 
spousal education vary greatly across contexts (with countries of Northern and 
Central Europe demonstrating the least steep differentials and the US being the 
example of a very steep gradient). 
[INSERT Table 3-3] 
Finally, regression results using standardized variables are reported in 
Table 3-4. When both health and education are standardized, the effect of 
spousal education for men become virtually uniform across the surveys (except 
for Austria, Belgium, and the Netherlands). For women, health protection of 
spousal education continues to vary greatly (with Slovenia and the Czech 
Republic demonstrating almost no gradient and the US being the steepest case). 
Interestingly, one’s own education matters less for men and women in Austria, 
Germany, Belgium, Sweden, and Switzerland. In Costa Rica, educational 
gradient for men appears to be even steeper than in the US. At the same time 
men demonstrate smaller educational effects on health in Israel, Italy, and 
Estonia, while the role of education for women is somewhat smaller in Mexico. 
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[INSERT Table 3-4] 
3.5. Discussion 
Both spousal characteristics and societal-level factors have been 
previously shown to have an effect on educational gradients in health. This is, 
however, the first study that investigates the differences in the effects of spousal 
education in health across different country contexts.  
In partial agreeing with the welfare regime hypothesis (Esping-
Andersen 1999) I observe that liberal countries (notable, the US) have much 
steeper educational gradients in health for both one’s own and spousal education 
than social democracies. A large proportion of this effect can, however, be 
attributed to differences in health perception across countries and different 
meaning each additional year of education has in different educational systems. 
When using standardized variables, differences between countries are 
substantially (although not completely) reduced.  
The degree of this reduction strongly depends on the gender of the 
respondent. The effect of spousal education varies greatly for women and is 
almost universal for men. While the present study does not directly address the 
mechanisms of these gender differences, they can be explained by the different 
contributions husbands and wives make to the family. Spousal effects for women 
have been linked to higher income security, easier access to healthcare, and 
other material resources. These resources can be country specific and depend 
on the welfare regime and income distribution within the country. It is not 
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surprising then that in more egalitarian countries the effect of husband’s 
education is smaller. 
Wives, on the other hand, provide resources that are less dependent on 
the country context. The availability of social support, companionship, advice, 
and suggestions about health behaviors depends more on the quality of 
relationships rather than on societal contexts. Women contribute to the family in 
a way that is less dependent on public policies, period shocks, and societal 
differences. Given this, it can be expected that the effects of one’s wife’s will be 
less dependent on societal context. 
This study is not without limitations. It is based on cross-sectional 
design, and thus does not allow to track health changes over time or control for 
selection of individuals into marriage. It also only includes data on 18 countries 
and does not allow to generalize more broadly to the world population. 
Most importantly, the dependent variable is a self-reported and 
subjective measure of health and can be susceptible to reporting heterogeneity. 
While this is a serious problem, I partly address it by standardizing the outcome 
and the main explanatory variable. Additionally, several studies have shown that 
reporting heterogeneity has little effect on the estimates of educational disparities 
in heath (Molina 2016, Tareque et al. 2016). 
Nevertheless, despite these limitations, this study provides an important 
contribution to the literature. It shows that spousal education manifests differently 
in countries with different welfare policies. This results in health effects of 
education to differ greatly across countries for men and women. While health 
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behaviors and marriage markets might differ greatly across countries, this study 
suggests that differential sensitivity to economic policies by gender in an 
important factor in explaining gender differences in socioeconomic health 
inequalities. 
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Figure 3-1. International Comparison of Standardized the SRH variable by 
country. 
 
Note: Countries arranged by average level of the variable 
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Figure 3-2. International comparison of education in surveys by country. 
 
Note: Countries arranged by average level of the variable 
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Figure 3-3. International comparison of standardized education variable. 
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Table 3-1. Average levels of self-reported health in the survey by country. 
Country SRH Country SRH 
Denmark 2.79 France 3.38 
Sweden 2.87 Israel 3.40 
Switzerland 2.87 Slovenia 3.40 
USA 2.98 Germany 3.42 
Netherlands 3.08 Spain 3.52 
Belgium 3.15 Czech Republic 3.55 
Luxembourg 3.15 Italy 3.57 
Austria 3.22 Mexico 3.67 
Costa Rica 3.36 Estonia 3.97 
  
Note: Self-Reported health standardized by age and sex for each country using the standard with 1 individual in each age 
and sex category. These estimates are thus not affected by compositional differences in the population. 
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Table 3-2. Ordinary linear regression of self-reported health on certain 
characteristics. 
  Everyone Married individuals 
 Men Women Men Women 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
 b/se b/se b/se b/se 
Age 0.017*** 0.017*** 0.019*** 0.019*** 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
# of years of own schooling -0.084*** -0.094*** -0.086*** -0.105*** 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
Education x country (USA ref):     
Austria 0.058*** 0.058*** 0.062*** 0.072*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Belgium 0.045*** 0.045*** 0.054*** 0.058*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Costa Rica 0.005 0.040*** 0.007 0.049*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Czech Republic 0.029*** 0.039*** 0.026** 0.040*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Denmark 0.024*** 0.025*** 0.034*** 0.049*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Estonia 0.045*** 0.034*** 0.047*** 0.042*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
France 0.030*** 0.045*** 0.033*** 0.059*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Germany 0.025*** 0.036*** 0.026*** 0.048*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Israel 0.033*** 0.041*** 0.042*** 0.056*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Italy 0.033*** 0.037*** 0.041*** 0.051*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Luxembourg 0.015 0.002 0.009 0.023 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Mexico 0.045*** 0.055*** 0.045*** 0.061*** 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.01) 
Netherlands 0.036*** 0.049*** 0.029*** 0.058*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Slovenia 0.022* 0.018* 0.017 0.026* 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Spain 0.038*** 0.035*** 0.037*** 0.044*** 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.01) 
Sweden 0.041*** 0.042*** 0.049*** 0.060*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Switzerland 0.068*** 0.087*** 0.072*** 0.098*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Intercept 2.781*** 2.919*** 2.665*** 2.881*** 
  (0.05) (0.05) (0.06) (0.07) 
Note: * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. Coefficients and standard errors (in 
parentheses) are reported. country-specific fixed effects omitted.  
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Table 3-3. Ordinary linear regression of self-reported health on one's own and 
spousal education and other controls. 
  Men Women 
 b/se b/se 
Age 0.018*** 0.019*** 
 (0.00) (0.00) 
# of years of schooling -0.069*** -0.069*** 
 (0.00) (0.01) 
# of years of schooling of a spouse -0.032*** -0.056*** 
 (0.01) (0.00) 
Country x Education (ref: USA) Self Spousal Self Spousal 
Austria 0.044*** 0.036*** 0.041*** 0.046*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Belgium 0.040*** 0.025** 0.037*** 0.031*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Costa Rica -0.010 0.033** 0.020 0.038*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Czech Republic 0.016 0.018 0.008 0.048*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Denmark 0.021* 0.020 0.038*** 0.005 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Estonia 0.038*** 0.014 0.012 0.046*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
France 0.024** 0.014 0.036*** 0.032*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Germany 0.021* 0.011 0.034*** 0.012 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Israel 0.045*** -0.002 0.031** 0.036*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Italy 0.039*** 0.009 0.023** 0.042*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Luxembourg 0.011 -0.003 0.024 0.005 
 (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 
Mexico 0.032*** 0.024*** 0.046*** 0.031*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Netherlands 0.015 0.029** 0.038*** 0.031** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Slovenia 0.026* -0.014 -0.008 0.053*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Spain 0.029*** 0.019* 0.023** 0.033*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Sweden 0.045*** -0.004 0.034*** 0.034*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Switzerland 0.058*** 0.027** 0.068*** 0.046*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Intercept 2.909*** 3.160*** 
  (0.07) (0.07) 
Note: * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. Coefficients and standard errors (in 
parentheses) are reported. country-specific fixed effects omitted.  
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Table 3-4. Ordinary linear regression of standardized self-reported health on 
education and other covariates. 
  Unstandardized education Standardized education 
 Men Women Men Women 
 b/se b/se b/se b/se 
Age 0.018*** 0.018*** 0.018*** 0.018*** 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
# of years of 
schooling -0.062*** -0.063*** -0.216*** -0.217*** 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.02) (0.02) 
# of years of 
schooling of a 
spouse -0.029*** -0.051*** -0.093*** -0.165*** 
 (0.01) (0.00) (0.02) (0.01) 
Country x 
Education Self Spousal Self Spousal Self Spousal Self Spousal 
Austria 0.039*** 0.033*** 0.036*** 0.041*** 0.116*** 0.111** 0.100** 0.121*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.03) (0.04) (0.04) (0.03) 
Belgium 0.033*** 0.021* 0.029** 0.025** 0.098** 0.064* 0.084* 0.068* 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) 
Costa Rica -0.019 0.030* 0.012 0.032** -0.127** 0.097 0.002 0.083* 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.05) (0.05) (0.04) (0.04) 
Czech Republic 0.010 0.015 0.001 0.043*** 0.058 0.051 0.032 0.142*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) 
Denmark 0.022* 0.021* 0.038*** 0.007 0.073* 0.067 0.131*** 0.018 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.03) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03) 
Estonia 0.025** 0.006 -0.007 0.038*** 0.086** 0.019 -0.022 0.120*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) 
France 0.019* 0.012 0.030*** 0.028*** 0.013 0.021 0.063 0.067* 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03) 
Germany 0.015 0.008 0.028** 0.008 0.056 0.023 0.100** 0.023 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) 
Israel 0.042*** 0.000 0.031** 0.034** 0.124** -0.029 0.074 0.092* 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.05) (0.04) (0.05) (0.04) 
Italy 0.035*** 0.008 0.021* 0.039*** 0.096** 0.004 0.031 0.111** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03) 
Luxembourg 0.009 -0.003 0.021 0.005 -0.000 -0.037 0.048 -0.022 
 (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.06) (0.07) (0.07) (0.06) 
Mexico 0.018** 0.018** 0.034*** 0.020*** 0.007 0.040 0.082** 0.019 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.03) (0.03) (0.02) 
Netherlands 0.011 0.026* 0.033** 0.027** 0.034 0.084* 0.112** 0.081* 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.03) (0.04) (0.04) (0.03) 
Slovenia 0.020 -0.017 -0.014 0.048*** 0.071 -0.063 -0.044 0.153*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.04) (0.05) (0.05) (0.04) 
Spain 0.023** 0.016* 0.018* 0.028*** 0.029 0.031 0.003 0.056 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) 
Sweden 0.043*** -0.001 0.033*** 0.032*** 0.146*** -0.015 0.113*** 0.096** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) 
Switzerland 0.051*** 0.024** 0.062*** 0.041*** 0.158*** 0.066 0.212*** 0.110** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) 
Intercept -0.075 0.150* -1.198*** -1.262*** 
  (0.07) (0.07) (0.04) (0.04) 
Note: * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. Coefficients and standard errors (in 
parentheses) are reported. Country-specific fixed effects omitted.  The first two 
models report coefficients for unstandardized education, the last two models 
report coefficients for standardized education variable. 
 
